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Abstract
In this work we take a first step towards Learning from Natural Instructions (LNI), a framework for com-
municating human knowledge to computer systems using natural language. In this framework the process
of learning is synonymous with language interpretation, the process in which natural language sentences
are converted into a logical representation which can be understood by an automated agent.
While the motivation behind this framework is clear, the practical aspects involved in constructing it are
non-trivial: communicating effectively with computer systems has been one of motivating forces behind
artificial intelligence research since its inception. The rigid way in which computer systems naturally take
instructions, via programming, and the flexible and ambiguous way in which humans naturally provide
instructions, via natural language, rendered this task extremely difficult.
At the heart of this work stands the problem of semantic interpretation, viewed through the perspective
of LNI. In this work we consider realistic settings in which LNI is applicable, by framing semantic interpre-
tation as a machine learning problem and suggesting training protocols that help facilitate LNI and reduce
the level of human effort involved.
Most current works view semantic interpretation as a structured learning problem, in which a struc-
tured predictor is trained in a supervised manner using pairs of sentences and their corresponding mean-
ing interpretations expressed as a logical formula. This type of annotation is extremely costly. Moreover,
the training process is domain dependent, resulting in a task specific interpreter. The LNI settings call for a
more flexible process, as the communicated knowledge is not limited to a single task. The supervised set-
tings described above require repeating the training process from scratch when approaching a new domain.
Alleviating these problems is a necessary step towards effective LNI.
In this work we suggest an alternative to learning in the supervised settings. Our solution is situated
in the LNI settings and exploits a simple observation: the communicated knowledge should result in an
observable change of the agent’s behavior. We move away from the traditional supervised learning set-
tings by using a feedback signal derived by exploiting this observation: desirable changes in behavior are
considered as positive feedback and the vice versa. Consider, for example, teaching an automated agent
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the rules to a game by providing it with natural language explanations of the game rules. Successful in-
terpretation of these rules would result with the agent possessing the ability to make correct decisions in a
game scenario. By observing the agent’s behavior and using it as feedback we can reinforce or penalize the
semantic interpretation model leading to the observed behavior.
In contrast to the supervised settings, in which learning depends on annotated data in the form of pairs
of sentences and the corresponding logical structure, the learner now has access to sentences and binary
labels corresponding to judgments of the resulting behavior. From a machine learning perspective this
approach can be thought of as learning a structured predictor using binary feedback. We discuss learning
in these settings, and suggest several response driven learning methods.
All response-driven learning algorithms share a common structure: they generate their own training
data, by exploring the space of possible interpretations for the given set of inputs (according to its current
semantic interpretation model) and updating it according to the feedback obtained by applying the result-
ing interpretation. Note that unlike the supervised settings, in which the model is updated with respect to
a training set, in response-driven learning the model is updated using binary feedback alone. Response-
driven learning algorithms differ in the way the model is updated given this unusual type feedback.
When the resulting interpretation is assigned a positive feedback, using it is straightforward – it can
simply be used as an annotated structure. In this case response-driven learning is simply an iterative learn-
ing algorithm, which uses a supervised learning procedure to update the model. This approach ignores
an important supervision signal in cases the predicted interpretation resulted in a negative feedback. We
suggest a perceptron-based algorithm that uses both negative and positive feedback to drive learning, by
combining both structured perceptron (for sentences resulting in positive feedback), and binary perceptron
(for sentences resulting in negative feedback).
We take an additional step by taking a closer look at interpretations assigned a negative feedback. In
this case we employ the binary perceptron demotion rule, penalizing uniformly all the semantic mapping
decisions in the interpretation assigned a negative feedback. However, some of the decisions taken by
the model are more likely to be correct while others are less probable. We suggest to approximate the
probability of correctness of structural decisions and penalize the model accordingly.
Taking the correctness approximation approach even further, we suggest an unsupervised variant of our
learning system, in which similar correctness estimation methods are used to drive learning even without
the external, response based feedback.
In the case of response driven learning, the confidence estimation approach used for penalizing incorrect
decision was based on ground truth – the response signal. In the unsupervised version, we rely on the
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model’s self-predictions to estimate the decisions confidence. We use the confidence score to re-train the
model by using it as a filter generating better training data for a self-training protocol.
Finally, we take an initial stab at the problem of domain dependence when learning a semantic inter-
preter. A domain can be thought of as a fixed set of logical symbols representing entities and concepts in
the domain. For example, these symbols in a card game domain would represent concepts such as cards,
their properties, and actions involving them. When constructing a semantic interpreter the set of possible
meaning interpretations is constrained by these symbols. Thus, when moving to a new domain, using a
different set of symbols, a different semantic predictor needs to be learned.
In the traditional supervised learning setting, when multiple domains are learned, learning is done
independently for each domain, using different sets of training examples. When thinking about semantic
interpretation as the tool needed to accommodate LNI, where several tasks and domains can be considered,
this approach seems wasteful.
Following the observation that high level semantic structures remain the same regardless of the domain
learned, we suggest an intermediate representation capturing high level semantics and show that it can be
learned in one domain and then used to facilitate interpretation in a different domain.
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Constructing intelligent agents that can communicate effectively with humans and respond correctly to
human-level instructions is one of the key Artificial Intelligence (AI) goals, which to a large extent has
guided AI research. The difficulty of making progress towards this goal can be traced to the gap between
the natural way in which computer systems take instructions, using a hard-coded set of rules programmed
in advance, and the way humans provide them, using natural language, a flexible yet ambiguous and
ill-defined medium.
A straight forward approach for accommodating human-machine communication is programming,
simply put – defining a set of rules in a machine language capturing the intended behavior and knowl-
edge required by a computer system. This approach, bridging the gap between human and computer
communication languages, transfers the difficulty completely to the human side– it is the sole responsibil-
ity of the human teacher to express his knowledge in machine language, and as a result, has to be familiar
with the system’s internal workings.
The limitations of the rule-based approach, in which the agent’s behavior is hard-coded in advance,
gave rise to Machine Learning (ML) driven approaches. In its most conventional form this problem is ap-
proached using supervised machine learning methods: given a set of labeled examples the learner constructs
a decision function generalizing over the observed training data.
The advantage of these methods is clear – it provides a far more flexible interface to human-machine
communication. Rather than explicitly programming the automated agent’s response for every possible
eventuality, the desired behavior of the system is defined by generalizing over human judgments given
related scenarios.
While this approach has been tremendously successful for many domains, it has several inherent draw-
backs: first, the learner can only be as good as the data it is given, learning therefore depends on annotat-
ing considerable amounts of training data, an expensive and time consuming process. More importantly,
successful learning often depends on ML expertise required for designing and calibrating the learning en-
vironment.
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A preferable solution is to use a knowledge communication protocol that relies on Learning from Natural
Instructions (LNI) rather than traditional example-based learning. This protocol draws motivation from
human learning processes, in which the learner is given a “knowledge injection”, in the form of a lesson
describing a high level concept and a few specific examples to validate the correct understanding of the
lesson. Example-based learning, an inductive process by nature, generalizes over the labeled examples.
This contrasts directly with LNI, which attempts to learn the correct hypothesis directly.
In order to better clarify the notion of Learning from Natural Instructions, let’s consider an example.
In this thesis we will focus on card games as the domain of choice for Learning from Natural Instructions,
our example is therefore taken from the Freecell Solitare card game. We assume a set of game-specific
predicates (such as move(c, f), card(c), etc.) describing a specific game state (denoted as s).
Example 1. [Freecell Solitaire Rule]
• Natural Language
“Any top card can be moved to an empty freecell”
• Logical Formula
move(c, f)← card(c) ∧ top(c, x) ∧ freecell(f) ∧ empty(f)
• Linear Equation
wTΦ(s) > 0
This example describes a decision function, classifying the legality of game moves in Solitare card game.
This decision function can be described in natural language, allowing humans to make such classification,
or as a logical rule that can be evaluated by a machine. A different representation of the same logical rule
can expressed as a linear equation, classifying the legality of game states using a linear threshold function
defined over a feature representation of the game state and a real-valued vector. The third representation is
a popular representation used by statistical machine learning algorithms. The difference between LNI and
traditional machine learning can be summarized as follows - in LNI we wish to learn the second rule using
the first rule as input, and in statistical machine learning the decision rule requires taking a considerably
sized set of training examples .
Applicability The advantages of LNI make it a preferable solution is several cases. The ability to com-
municate instructions in an online manner is suitable for scenarios requiring real time communication,
such as deployed robotic agents and online decision systems. It also allows the human teacher to focus on
communicating knowledge, while the technical aspects of LNI are handled offline, in a separate process.
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It should be noted that LNI is not a complete alternative to statistical machine learning; in some learning
domains taking the example-based learning approach is more appropriate, such as when the target decision
function cannot be concisely represented. Consider for example problems of object detection in computer
vision, in this case a decision rule for identifying an object given a scene represented as a collection of pixels
cannot be given easily. In such cases statistical machine learning is the clear preferred alternative. LNI is
suitable for cases in which knowledge can be effectively communicated, and described succinctly as a rule.
This still leaves a wide array of relevant tasks and domains, these include Natural Language Interface to
Databases (NLIDB), card games, robotic soccer, navigational instruction and many more.
Learning as Semantic Interpretation Successful learning in the LNI settings depends on the agent’s abil-
ity to correctly decode instructional text. This process is known as semantic interpretation - moving from
a lesson describing complex interactions in NL to a representation which grounds these interactions in a
domain language. This problem is one of the core AI problems, and at a first sight, assuming a natural
language decoder as a requirement for LNI seems to render it uninteresting. In order to avoid this predica-
ment, we reduce our requirement from a general purpose natural language interpreter to an interpreter
tailored for LNI. We follow most works on semantic parsing, and suggest to construct a semantic inter-
preter for a given domain of interest, using machine learning methods. The heart of this thesis is therefore
finding realistic methods for constructing a semantic interpreter for LNI.
In this thesis we attempt to take a first step towards LNI. We suggest an experimental framework for LNI
and examine what are the key challenges in accommodating LNI and suggest solutions aimed to minimize
the human effort involved in it. In the rest of this chapter we explain these challenges and our contributions.
We begin with a brief overview of semantic interpretation and current approaches to it. We then move to
explaining the key challenges we tackle in this work and finally, describe the key ideas in this work.
1.1 Semantic Interpretation
Semantic parsing can be succinctly described as a process mapping natural language text into a formal
meaning representation. Given a meaning representation language, capturing the elements of some ap-
plication domain (e.g., a database), this process consider the possible interpretations of the input sentence
selects the most appropriate one.
The interpretation process is done by composing meaning units into a full meaning representation,
starting with the meaning of words, phrases, up to the entire sentence. Consider the example described in
Figure 1.1, ”Illinois borders Iowa”. Each of the words appearing in the sentence has a well defined meaning.
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 “Illinois    borders     Iowa” 
Illinois	   borders(x,y)	   Iowa	  
borders(Illinois,y)	   Iowa	  
borders(Illinois,Iowa)	  
Figure 1.1: Example of compositional semantic interpretation steps. The meaning of the sentence is cap-
tured by composing the meaning if its constituents. In this example, taken from the Geoquery domain,
the first row has the meaning of three constant symbols – the entities corresponding to Iowa and Illinois,
and the function symbol borders(·). The value of the function symbol (and accordingly, the meaning of the
word borders with respect to the given database) is the set of all pairs in the database for which the relation
borders(cdot) holds. In the second row, we consider the meaning of the phrase ”Illinois borders”, which in
this case refers to the set of all pairs in the database, such that the left hand side argument of the tuple is the
constant symbol Illinois. Finally, the third row captures the meaning of the entire sentence, and assigns it
a boolean value, which corresponds to the existence of the relation borders(Illinois, Iowa) in the database.
The meaning of the entire sentence is revealed by composing the meaning of the words. In this example,
the word ”Illinois” refers to an entity, and the word ”borders” refers to a function symbol. The meaning
of the phrase ”Illinois borders” is obtained by composing the meaning of the two individual words using
function application.
Deconstructing the Interpretation Process The process of semantic interpretation can be broken down
into two conceptual steps. Given a sentence, one step is to identify which concepts and entities appear
in the interpretation. Theoretically the set of possible entities and functions is defined by the real world,
or even broader the real world - the set of possible worlds (i.e., all logically sound sets of entities and
relations). When approached from a computational perspective this definition is narrowed down to a finite
set of logical symbols, typically used to describe a specific domain. This step consists of mapping words
or short phrases to logical symbols. Most approaches employ a lexicon, a dictionary-like mapping between
natural language words and phrases and logical entities.
The second step is identifying how the entities and relations appearing in the sentence’s interpretation
can be composed into a meaningful interpretation. Following the tradition of Montague semantics most
approaches perform this step by mapping syntactic constructs into logical fragments incrementally. Con-
structing a computational system for this stage comprises of specifying a set of such mapping rules, these
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can be done manually, as was done in early systems, and using machine learning methods in more recent
systems.
Existing Work In this work we refer to the term semantic interpretation along the tradition of Montague
semantics Montague [1970], in which the meaning of a sentence is represented using a logical language,
and is constructed in a compositional manner, building up from the individual words in a sentence, to
phrases, up to the entire sentence.
Early attempts to put this theory into practice consisted of manually construct systems, which mapped
natural language sentences to a logical form in a very restricted domain according to a set of predefined
rules, combining both lexical and syntactic considerations. Notable examples of that area include blocks
world dialog system (Winograd [1972]), story understanding (Charniak [1972]) and prolog based systems
(Pereira and Shieber [1987]).
More recent approaches take a supervised machine learning approach, in which a learning system is
used to induce a set of parsing rules mapping between logical fragments and syntactic and lexical elements.
A wide range of machine learning techniques have been employed for this task, such as inductive logic pro-
gramming in early systems (Zelle and Mooney [1996]), support vector machines (Kate and Mooney [2006])
and various structured prediction algorithms ( Zettlemoyer and Collins [2005]; Kwiatkowski et al. [2010]).
These algorithms construct a semantic grammar mapping syntactic constituents to semantic constituents.
The difficulty of annotating training data for this task motivated work on using alternative methods
of supervision. Several works study grounded language interpretation settings Chen and Mooney [2008];
Liang et al. [2009]; Chen and Mooney [2008, 2011]. These works learn the correspondence between language
and meaning in a grounded settings using an ambiguously aligned streams of language and perceptual
input. In Branavan et al. [2009] reinforcement learning is used to follow directions in a grounded world
setting.
Our settings are not limited to grounded language interpretation. We drive language learning from the
world’s response. These settings were also studied more recently in (Clarke et al. [2010]; Liang et al. [2011]).
We analyze and explain the difference between their approach and ours.
Leveraging textual instructions to improve game rules learning has been studied previously in (Eisen-
stein et al. [2009]) for Freecell solitaire. In that work textual interpretation was limited to mining repeating
patterns and using them as features for learning the game rules over considerable amounts of game training
data. Incorporating natural language advice in a game playing framework was also studied in (Branavan




Minimizing Supervision Effort In recent years there have been several advances and success stories
when applying supervised machine learning methods to this problem. In this set up the semantic-learner
is given a set of examples - sentences paired with their logical interpretation. While advances are encour-
aging, from the LNI perspective, taking a supervised learning approach leaves us with a circular problem -
learning the semantic interpreter could be even more difficult than the original learning problem we hoped
to avoid. A major challenge on the road to making LNI a feasible framework is minimizing the supervision
effort for learning semantic parsers.
Transferring Knowledge Across Domains A second issue that should to be considered is the domain-
specific nature of this field. One of the major relaxations which make semantic parsing feasible is reducing
the scope of semantic analysis to a relatively small set of logical symbols relevant for a specific domain. The
target domain is typically a database system (e.g., geographical databases), simple dialogue systems (e.g.,
flight ordering system) and grounded directives (e.g., Robocup sport casting, navigational instructions).
This approach, while needed to make the learning problem feasible, incurs the cost of learning semantic
interpretation for every new domain. One of the key questions we ask in this thesis is how to generalize to
new domains without restarting learning from scratch.
1.2 Overview of This Work
1.2.1 Minimizing Supervision Effort
Semantic interpretation can be viewed as a prediction process, given a set of words, produce a set of inter-
related symbols that capture their semantics. This prediction problem can be considered as an instance
of structured prediction, a process that maps complex inputs to output structures consisting of multiple
decisions. In this work we suggest several methods for learning a semantic predictor in an indirectly
supervised or even unsupervised settings. Our key contribution is identifying how the LNI settings can be
used in order to extract a cheap supervision signal.
Response Driven Learning Response driven learning is a training regime for learning structured predic-
tors which relies on an external source of supervision, that provides indication of correctness for predicted
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structures without requiring gold structures. From a machine learning perspective, this amounts to struc-
tured learning using binary supervision, and requires learning algorithms that can learn in this new setting.
We suggest a novel algorithm for learning in this setting, that combines both structural and binary learning
principles. In order to accommodate the structure learning problem, the algorithm amplifies the binary
feedback signal by learning to approximate the structural loss from previous predictions. This work was
originally published in (Clarke et al. [2010]; Goldwasser and Roth [2011]) and is discussed in section 5.1.
Unsupervised Confidence Driven Learning for Semantic Parsing Taking this approach even further we
suggest an unsupervised algorithm for semantic parsing. We attempt to replace the binary supervision
provided when using response driven learning with a self-generated binary signal. This signal is generated
using a confidence score computed over the model’s predictions in an unsupervised way. We show that
by decomposing the structures into individual decisions a reliable confidence score can be computed. This
work was originally published in (Goldwasser et al. [2011]) and is discussed in section 6.
Learning Semantic Correspondence We also look into the grounded language acquisition settings, origi-
nally published in (Chen and Mooney [2008]). Most of the work done in this domain employed generative
algorithms which constructed probabilistic models from weakly aligned data. We suggest a discriminative
variant working in these settings. Although our algorithm works reasonably well, our key interest is to use
this domain as a testing bed for extensions of our model. This topic is discussed in section 7.1.
1.2.2 New Intermediate Representation for Learning Semantics
The process of mapping between a natural language sentence and a formal meaning representation is de-
fined over an intermediate layer which explains the semantic mapping decisions. In most published work
on semantic interpretation, the interpretation is driven by learning a grammar (such as (Zettlemoyer and
Collins [2005]; Wong and Mooney [2007])) and this representation consists of a derivation sequence map-
ping syntactic to semantic constituents. This rich model may not be suitable for the learning with weak
supervision as in our model. We suggest a novel prediction model which relies on lexical decisions, while
incorporating syntactic information, when needed, as part of the feature representation. We discuss this
topic in section 4. We then further extend this representation to consider a deeper representation of syntac-
tic and semantic information in 7.
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1.2.3 Domain Independent Semantic Parsing
Finally we discuss how information can be shared between semantic parsers for different domains. We
take an initial stab at this problem in section 7. The key idea behind the transfer mechanism is to add an
additional intermediate layer capturing shallow semantic information. The new layer captures the seman-
tic roles of arguments and predicates appearing in the input sentence. This new information facilitates the
semantic interpretation decision, but in addition, since labeling semantic roles is not tied to a specific do-
main, once learned it can be reused for new domains. In order to avoid the cost of training such a model by
annotating data for both tasks, we suggest a joint model for both tasks which uses the supervision signal
for the semantic interpretation task in order to train the semantic roles labeler.
In addition, we show preliminary results suggesting that this layer, once learned over one semantic




2.1 Machine Learning Background
This section provides the necessary machine learning background, it introduces the key machine learn-
ing concepts and algorithms used throughout this thesis. Most of the work in this thesis falls under the
framework of structured prediction, or more accurately, adapting structured learning to a lightly supervised
setting. Unlike the traditional structured learning protocols, which use annotated structures for learning,
we suggest to learn from a supervision signal available from an external environment, such as a game-
simulator. We will therefore cover some of the major topics leading up to structured learning and predic-
tion, learning with latent variables and learning with indirect supervision.
The notation defined in this section and used throughout this thesis is defined in Table 2.1.




y Output (binary/multi-class case)
y = (y1, y2, ..., yk) Output structure
h = (h1, h2, .., hm) Latent information
Φ(·) = (φ1(·), φ2(·), .., φn(·)) Feature function, outputs a feature vector.
Typically can be decomposed into individual feature functions
Φ(x) Feature function defined over the input only (binary/multi-class case)
Φ(x,y) Joint feature function defined over input and output (structured case)
Φ(x,h,y) Joint feature function over input,output and latent information
y(xi) All possible output structures for a given input
h(xi) All possible latent structures for a given input
h(xi,yi) all possible latent structures for a given input, while fixing the output
∆(yi,y) Structural distance metric
` : R→ R loss function (e.g., hinge loss)
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Algorithm 1 The Perceptron Learning Algorithm.
Require: Learning rate η, Number of iterations N , Training Data B = {(xi, zi)}li=1
1: w← 0
2: for t = 1 . . . N do
3: for i = 1 . . . l do
4: if ziwTΦ(xi) ≤ 0 then





Binary prediction is arguably the simplest prediction model and therefore it is an intuitive starting point
for this review – given an input object classifying it to one of two classes is what is known as binary
classification. This decision is typical formalized as a linear threshold function, wTΦ(x) > 0, where w
is a real valued weights vector and Φ(x) is a feature function mapping an input object x to a vector of
features.
The weight vectorw can be learned given a set of labeled training examples (denoted T). Many learning
algorithms can be employed for learning. Two of the most widely used algorithms are the Perceptron
algorithm Rosenblatt [1958] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) Boser et al. [1992].
The perceptron learning algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The perceptron training algorithm is an
online mistake-driven algorithm, which only updates the weight vector (line 5) when the model makes a
mistake (line 4).
The perceptron algorithm works in an online fashion, iteratively going over the training example and
updating the model according to the mistakes it makes. Unlike the perceptron algorithm, the SVM algo-









max(0, 1− ziwTΦ(xi)), (2.1)
where B = {(xi, zi)}li=1, and C is a parameter that prevents overfitting. That is, C controls the balance
between the regularization term ‖w‖
2
2 and the loss term. Note that throughout this thesis, for brevity, we
write i ∈ B to indicate (xi, zi) ∈ B.
While the perceptron algorithm and SVM are different learning algorithms, they do share the same
prediction function: sgn(wTΦ(xi)). That is, the model will predict the example as a positive example if and
only if wTΦ(xi) ≥ 0.
Binary classification, discriminating between two classes, can be extended to multi-class classification
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Allwein et al. [2000], in this case the classifier is required to discriminate between k classes (k is typically a
small constant).
2.1.2 Structure Learning
Many natural language processing tasks require taking multiple interdependent decisions. For example,
assigning Part-of-Speech (POS) labels to a sentence requires taking several decisions- each word is an input
object that should be labeled, however these labels are clearly related.
Training a classifier (a multi-class classifier for the POS case) and making these prediction independently
is typically referred to as local prediction – each decision is taken locally, without global considerations. This
contrast with structured prediction, in which all of these decisions are taken together, by optimizing a global
objective. In Figure 2.1 we provide a detailed example describing these concepts for the POS task.
More formally, a structured predictor is a mapping X → Y, where a x ∈ X is a complex input object
(e.g., a sentence), and y ∈ Y is an output structure (e.g., a POS sequence). The output structure is a vector
consisting of multiple decisions – y = (y1, .., yk). Most structured prediction models are formulated as an




The dependency between decisions is expressed via the feature function, denoted as Φ(x,y). Note
that unlike the feature function for the local classifiers, Φ(x), which is defined over the input object alone,
structured models use a joint feature function which takes both input and output objects. This formulation
allows the model to capture features which span several decisions. Consider the example in Figure 2.1: in
order to identify the correct sense of the second and third words, and assign the correct POS label, a larger
context is needed. This context is formulated as a feature function which considers bigram of decisions,
consisting of both the current decisions (yi) and the previous decision (yi−1).
Structured learning is concerned with finding a weight vector, such that when used in Equation 2.2, the
correct structure will be the result of the optimization process. In the following section we will review two
learning algorithms for structured learning. These algorithms are extensions of the perceptron and SVM
algorithms, adapted for the structured settings.
Structured Perceptron The Structured Perceptron algorithm (Collins [2002]) is a natural extension of the
binary perception algorithm to the structured case. The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2. The algorithm
uses the online mistake driven approach as in the binary case, with one key difference - it now employs the
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I	   can	   can	   a	   can	  
PRO	   AUX	   V	   DET	   N	  
PRO	   V	   V	   DET	   N	  






yi1! yi2! yi3! yi4! yi5!
Figure 2.1: Example of structured prediction concepts for the POS task. The input sentence (denoted x)
defines the space of possible output structures. Each candidate structure (denoted yi) consists of multiple
decisions (denoted (y1i , y
2
i , .., y
k
i ))
Algorithm 2 Structured Perceptron
Require: Number of iterations N , Training Data S = {(xi,yi)}li=1
1: w← 0,wavg ← 0
2: for t = 1 . . . N do
3: for i = 1 . . . l do
4: yˆ = arg maxy∈Y(xi)w
TΦ(xi,y).
5: w← w + Φyi,yˆ(xi)
6: wavg ← wavg +w
7: end for
8: end for
9: return wavg/(T l)
structured decision function instead of the binary one. Line 4 solves the maximization problem to find the
optimal structure according to the current model. The weight vector is updated with the difference between
the feature vectors of the true label and the prediction. The algorithm maintains an averaged weight vector
(lines 6 and 9). Similar to the binary case using an averaged model has been shown to be superior and
result in a model able to generalize better (Freund and Schapire [1999]).
Structural Support Vector Machines The Structural SVM (SSVM) introduced by (Tsochantaridis et al.
[2004]), similarly to the structured perceptron algorithm, aims to find a weight vector for structured predic-
tion, however unlike the structured perceptron, which is a mistake driven learning algorithm, which does
not update the model unless a mistake is made, the SSVM algorithm aims to provide better generalization
by introducing the notion of structural margin into the learning process– that is the score of the correct
structure needs to be better than the next runner-up by a margin (unlike the perceptron which is satisfied
if the correct structure is ranked first).
In order to accommodate this approach we first define a distance function: ∆(yi,y) which is 0 if and
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only if two structures yi,y are identical and a positive number otherwise. The specific implementation of
∆ depends on the output structure, a natural choice in many cases is the Hamming distance function which
given two output structures, captures differences between finer grained structural decisions.









where l is the number of labeled examples and LS(xi,yi,w) represents the loss function for the structured







where Φyi,y(xi) = Φ(xi,yi) − Φ(xi,y), and the function ` : R → R can be instantiated by many
commonly used loss functions such as hinge loss, with `(a) = max(0, a) or squared-hinge loss, with
`(a) = max(0, a)2.
2.1.3 Learning with Latent Information
Structured prediction is a useful framework for many natural language processing learning tasks. The
structured nature of linguistic constructs aligns well with the machine learning formulation. Unfortu-
nately, this advantage comes with a cost - annotating sufficient data to capture the structural dependencies
appearing in the data is a tedious and costly task. A useful extension to the supervised structured learning
framework is concerned with learning from partial information. In this case we assume that the output is
only partially labeled and more dependencies appear in the data, but are not explicitly annotated. As a clar-
ifying example, consider the semantic interpretation task we are concerned with throughout this work. In
this case the structured predictor is a mapping between a natural language sentence and a logical formula.
Both the input and output are complex structured objects, consisting of several constituents (i.e., words and
logical symbols), the mapping between the two objects depends on finding a mapping between the objects
constituents. However, annotating these low level mappings is difficult, and more importantly - in many
cases it is ill defined, and no clear a-priori mapping exist.
The preferred solution is to provide the learning algorithm with pairs of sentences and logical formulas,
and allow the learning algorithm to find, and correctly parametrize, the low level correspondence required





Any top card can be moved to an empty freecell 
move(c, f) ← card(c) ∧ top(c, x) ∧ freecell(f) ∧ empty(f)
Figure 2.2: Example of structured prediction which relies on latent information. The mapping between an
input object (x and an output object (y) relies on a word level alignment. The correctness of the interpre-
tation is not effected by the alignment decisions, however good alignments are more likely to generalize
better, as they capture the correlation between words and predicate symbols.
as supervised learning, a more accurate characterization of it would be learning with hidden (or latent) infor-
mation. We denote this missing information as h = (h1, h2, .., hM ), a vector consisting of decisions which
do not appear in the annotated data, and more importantly - when evaluating the model’s performance,
these variables do not play a part directly (i.e., the correctness is not evaluated) but rather they provide
additional information to support the output structure decision. Figure 2.2 exemplify this concept. In this
case h is an alignment between the sentence’s words and logical symbols. The output structure depends
on this alignment.
Generally speaking, learning algorithms working in these setting aim to find a model that predict h
reliably, to the extent that they support the final output decision. That is – the (annotated) output structure
provides supervision for the latent decision. We will briefly describe two learning algorithms adapted for
these settings - a latent variant of the structure perceptron algorithm, and a latent SSVM.
Latent Structured Perceptron Algorithm 3 describes the latent structure perceptron. In order to adapt the
structure perceptron algorithm to the latent settings two modifications are needed. First, the maximization
procedure done at line 4 now returns both the optimal output structure and assignments to the latent
variables. Note that in this case the feature function Φ(x,h,y) is now defined over the latent information
as well, allowing the model to generate features that capture the dependence of the output decisions on
the latent information. The second modification is concerned with the update stage (line 5), this operation
consist of two stages, first compute the hidden variables values for the gold output structure, this is done by
running the maximization process over the values of h, while fixing the value of y to the gold structure. Or
more formally: we denote arg maxh∈H(xi)w
TΦ(xi,h,yi) as h(xi,yi). Now that the complete information is
available, the algorithm computes the feature values, and updates the model accordingly, as in the original
version of structured perceptron. In Sun et al. [2009] a variant of this algorithm was presented and analyzed
(however this algorithm was used prior to this paper).
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Algorithm 3 Latent Structured Perceptron
Require: Number of iterations N , Training Data S = {(xi,yi)}li=1
1: w← 0,wavg ← 0
2: for t = 1 . . . N do
3: for i = 1 . . . l do
4: yˆ, hˆ = arg maxy∈Y(xi),h∈H(xi)w
TΦ(xi,h,y).
5: w← w + Φyi,h(xi,yi),yˆ(xi),hˆ(xi)
6: wavg ← wavg +w
7: end for
8: end for
9: return wavg/(T l)
Latent Structural SVM The latent structure equivalent of SSVM was presented in (Yu and Joachims




















Note that this function is very similar to the one used in SSVM, however it now uses a feature function
defined over the latent information, and the maximization procedure also quantifies and predicts values to
the hidden information.
It should be noted that unlike SSVM solving this optimization function is not trivial as it is a non convex
function. We refer the reader to (Yu and Joachims [2009]) for further information about the optimization
procedure used.
2.1.4 Learning with Indirect Supervision
Several recent works concerned with reducing the effort involved in training structured predictors have
suggested using auxiliary sources of supervision. In this case we assume a supervision signal that is related
but not directly applicable to the learning task at hand. The learning protocols described in this work are
of that nature – the supervision signal is given for performance based on correct interpretation, not the
interpretation itself.
Most similar to this approach is the work presented in Chang et al. [2010b]. This work describes who to
use labeled binary examples when learning a structured task. In this case the learning problem is defined
over both the annotated structural and binary data. The authors present a joint formulation of the SVM
optimization function, minimizing the loss over both binary and structural information.
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Chapter 3
Learning from Natural Instructions:
Experimental Framework
Under a very broad definition, learning from natural instructions is concerned with communicating sym-
bolic knowledge between a human teacher and an automated agent. This carries with it an immediate
advantage, as it assists in focusing the human involvement on task-related expertise, rather than techni-
cal expertise. This advantage can come into play in several forms, in this work we focus on three key
application domains which have been studied previously in the literature – learning decision rules from
natural language instructions, natural language access to databases and interpreting natural comments in
a grounded settings.
While the promise of this approach is clear, successful learning in these settings depends on correctly
communicating relevant knowledge to an automated agent, which unfortunately proves to be a far from
trivial task. This problem, often referred to as semantic parsing, is typically framed as a structured prediction
task, mapping between natural language input and a formal meaning interpretation expressed in a logical
language that can be understood by the target computer system.
Current approaches employ machine learning techniques to construct a semantic parser. The learning
algorithm is given a set of input sentences and their corresponding meaning representations and learns
a statistical semantic parser - a set of rules mapping lexical items and syntactic patterns to their meaning
representation and a score associated with each rule. Given a sentence, these rules are applied recursively to
derive the most probable meaning representation. While these approaches have been applied successfully
to several semantic interpretation domains, they require a considerable annotation effort: pairing sentences
with their corresponding logical meaning representation is a difficult, time consuming task.
In this work we aim to tackle the problem of minimizing the effort involved in supplying the supervi-
sion required for learning using alternative methods of supervision, and by suggesting a novel knowledge
transfer model between different semantic parsing domains. We begin by introducing a response-based learn-
ing protocol, which uses a supervision signal obtained by observing the effect of using the interpretation in
an actionable context. For example, in a card game domain, where NL sentences describe game rules, this
signal is obtained by observing the outcome of playing the game using the interpretation of the NL rules.
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We then introduce an unsupervised learning protocol for semantic interpretation.
In this chapter we explain the key elements of our framework and how it can be applied to different
domains. We then explain the learning algorithm modifications that accommodate learning with this type
of cheap feedback in chapter 5, and the knowledge transfer model in chapter 7.
3.1 Overall Framework
The purpose of our framework is to allow an automated agent to take natural language input and use it in
its decision making process, by translating it into a machine understandable language. For example, the
natural language input could describe a classification function, capturing an observable desired behavior of
the learning system. However unlike traditional machine learning algorithms, which learn such functions
from annotated examples, the agent should learn this function by interpreting correctly natural instructions
describing the target concept.
In this chapter we give a bird’s eye view of our framework implemented according to the principals of
LNI, and describe its components. We begin by briefly defining the interpretation process and introducing
the relevant notation in 3.2. The interpretation is defined as a structured prediction problem, an optimiza-
tion problem selecting the proper interpretation for a given input sentence. We provide more details about
this process and compare it to existing approaches in chapter 4.
The output of this interpretation process is a meaning representation of the input sentence, given in
a logical language describing entities in a specific domain. In this work we consider three such domains
- card games, geographic database queries and robotic soccer. These domains and the natural language
inputs associated with them are described in section 3.2.2.
In our experiments evaluating the overall LNI approach, we used the Freecell solitaire card game, taking
as input instructions describing the legality of game actions and used the instructions’ interpretation to
predict which moves are legal given specific game states. We also study different aspects of learning in
these settings using Geoqeury and Robocup domains. Figure 3.1 describes examples of this process for the
domains discussed in this thesis.
Machine learning in LNI, in its typical sense, pertains only to the agent’s ability to better understand
instructions. The supervision signal available to the learner for this learning process is derived from an
external source, such as perceptual environment (which ambiguously relates to the natural language utter-
ance) or a judgment of the system’s behavior given the instruction interpretation (following the intuition
that correct behavior corresponds to a correct interpretation of the input instruction). This weaker form
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of supervision requires us to adapt the learning algorithm used. We describe our approach briefly in sec-
tion 3.3, the response-based supervision signal in section 3.3.1 and our empirical evaluation in section 3.4.
We provide a comprehensive explanation of this topic in chapter 5.
Finally, we describe how this work relates to other learning-by-instruction and semantic interpretation
approaches in section 3.5.
3.2 Semantic Interpretation
The process of semantic interpretation can be formulated as a function I : N→ L, mapping a natural lan-
guage sentence to its interpretation in a logical language. Since the input, a natural language sentence, is a
complex and structured entity, this mapping inevitably relies on multiple decisions, capturing how each of
the entities and relations mentioned in the input are represented in the output language.
There are several works discussing this mapping. Typically it is constructed by extracting parsing rules,
which rely heavily on syntactic patterns, mapping natural language sentences to their logical meaning rep-
resentation, restricting possible interpretations to previously seen syntactic patterns. This approach has
been applied successfully in a supervised setting, where the learner has access to training data exemplify-
ing the relevant patterns. However in our settings, in which annotated data is not available directly, this
approach could be difficult to adapt.
In order to account for the many syntactic variations associated with the output meaning representa-
tion, we propose a new model for semantic parsing that allows us to learn effectively. We replace the rigid
inference process induced by the learned parsing rules with a flexible framework. We model semantic in-
terpretation as a sequence of interdependent decisions, mapping text spans to predicates and use syntactic
information to determine how the meaning of these logical fragments should be composed. We frame this
process as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem, a powerful and flexible inference framework
that allows us to inject relevant domain knowledge into the inference process, such as specific domain se-
mantics that restrict the space of possible interpretations. We present the relevant notation in the following
subsection and describe the interpretation process in detail in chapter 4.
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“ You can move any top card to an empty freecell ” 




















(a) LNI setup for the card game domain. The agent learns new game rules from NL, and tests
its understanding by using these rules in a game. Human judgments about the correctness of




“What is the largest state that borders Texas?” 




(b) LNI setup for Geoquery, an NLIDB domain. The agent takes NL questions and converts
them into logical database queries. These are used to query the database and obtain a result.
Comparing these results with answers to the NL question drives the learning process for se-
mantic interpretation.
ballstopped
kick ( PinkPlayer6 )
pass ( PinkPlayer6 , PinkPlayer3 )
“Pink6 makes a short pass to Pink3” 
(c) LNI setup for Robocup, a grounded language acquisition domain. The agent learns by observing the perceptual
environment described by the natural language utterances.
Figure 3.1: Learning setup for language interpretation - from textual input to real world behavior.
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3.2.1 Semantic Inference
We formulate semantic interpretation as a structured prediction problem, mapping a NL input (denoted
x), to its highest ranking logical interpretation (denoted y). In order to correctly parametrize and weigh
the possible outputs, the decision relies on an intermediate representation: an alignment between textual
fragments and their meaning representation (denoted h). Figure 3.2 exemplifies these concepts for the
domains in discussed in this thesis.
In order to clarify these concepts, let’s consider the mapping between the input text snippet ”top card”
and its interpretation in a logical language card(c) ∧ top(c, x). In this case the input (x) consists of two
input objects (x1=”top”,x2=”card”), the output (y) consists of the following output decisions : y1 = card(·),
y2 = top(·), and y3 expressing the fact that both predicts are applied to the same variable. The lexical
alignment (h) between the input and output objects consists of two elements -
h1 = (”top”, top(·)) and h2 = (”card”, card(·)).
In our experiments, the input sentences x are natural language Solitaire game instructions, which de-
scribe the legality of possible actions, database queries or robotic soccer events descriptions. The output
formula representation y is described using a formal language. We provide further details about it in sec-
tion 3.2.2.
The prediction function, mapping a sentence to its corresponding interpretation, is formalized as fol-
lows:
yˆ = Fw(x) = arg max
h∈H,y∈Y
wTΦ(x,h,y) (3.1)
Where Φ is a feature function defined over an input sentence x, alignment h and output y. This feature
function maps x,h,y to a feature vector. The feature vector is simply an aggregation of the features used in
the output decisions. The weight vector w contains the model’s parameters, whose values are determined
by the learning process. We refer the reader to chapter 2 for more details about these terms and structured
prediction in general.
We refer to the arg max above as the inference problem. Given an input sentence, solving this inference
problem based on Φ andw is what compromises our interpretation process. section 4 provides more details





Any top card can be moved to an empty freecell 
move(c, f) ← card(c) ∧ top(c, x) ∧ freecell(f) ∧ empty(f)




How many states does the Colorado river run through? 
count (state ( traverse (river ( const( colorado)))))




The purple goalie passes the ball to purple7 
pass (purple1, purple7)
(c) Robocup domain example
Figure 3.2: Examples of natural language inputs (denoted x), their corresponding logical forms (denoted
y) and the hidden intermediate representation (denoted h)for three domains.
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3.2.2 Meaning Representation
The output of semantic interpretation is a representation of the meaning input sentence, grounding the
semantics of the input sentence in the relevant target domain (e.g., Solitaire card game, Geoquery or robotic
soccer) using a logical language.
The target domain (denoted as D throughout the paper) defines the set of possible output symbols.
These include typed constants (corresponding to specific cards, values, in the Solitaire domain, or states,
cities, etc., in the Geoquery domain) and functions, which capture relations between domains entities, and
properties of entities (e.g., value : E → N ). When viewed as a structured prediction process, the symbols
in the target domain define the space of possible outputs.
The meaning of input sentences is expressed using the domain’s symbols, combined using a fragment of
first-order-logic. The complexity of the interpretation process is defined, among other things, by the level of
expressivity the output language allows. Clearly, if it is possible to express meaningful statements in a given
domain using a simple output language, it would help simplify the prediction process. The card game
domain uses a general formulation, consisting of atomic symbols (defined above) and logical connectives.
In the case of Geoquery and CLang we are able to express the database queries using a functional variable-
free language (similar to Kate et al. [2005]). This restricts the space of possible outputs, thus reducing the
complexity of the learning process. In the rest of this section we elaborate on these domains.
The Solitaire Card Game Our formulation of the Solitaire domain is an extended version of the Free-
cell domain defined in the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL), which is used for evaluating
automated planning systems.
The Solitaire domain consists of 87 constants and 14 predicates. These symbols are used to describe
different attributes of cards and their location. A game state contains specific instantiations of the domain
symbols, describing the relations between the entities in the state.
Given a game state, a logical formula defined over the domain symbols can be evaluated. For example,
with regard to the game state described in Figure 3.1(a), the formula freecell(x1) top(x2, x1) value(x2, 6),
stating that a card with a value of 6 is on top of at least one freecell, will be evaluated to a true.
As can be observed in this example, dependency between the values of logical predicates is expressed
via argument sharing. We use this mechanism to construct meaningful logical formulas from text, that can
be evaluated given game states. Since our goal is to predict the legality of game actions (i.e., horn rules),
we refer to the predicate corresponding to an action, move, as the head predicate and as a convention we
denote its arguments as a1, a2. We define args(p), to be a function mapping a predicate p to its list of
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argument variables, and denote by pi the i-th argument in this list.
Geoquery Database Queries Geoquery is a logical query language used to access a database of U.S geo-
graphical facts. The database was originally constructed by (Zelle and Mooney [1996]) using an extension
of Prolog, and was later revised to use a simpler variable-free functional language (Kate et al. [2005]). In
this work we also use a variable-free language.
The geoquery domain consists of constants, describing geographical locations (e.g., states, cities, rivers,
etc.) and functions capturing relations in the database (e.g., neighboring states, population etc.). We refer
the reader to (Zelle and Mooney [1996]) for more details about the Geoquery domain.
RoboCup Description Language This domain describes events in a robotic soccer match (RoboCup),
and contains symbols describing these events. For example, constants include the players in all teams, and
relations describe game events, such as losing the ball, passing the ball, etc. We refer the reader to (Chen
and Mooney [2008]) for more details about the Robocup domain.
3.3 Learning
There are two forms of learning in LNI: the first refers to the knowledge gained by interpreting text, and
the second to the ability to interpret text. In that sense LNI shifts the weight from learning the knowledge
expressed in text, to learning a semantic parser for NL instructions describing it.
Unfortunately, interpreting natural language to the extent it can be used by a machine is not an easy
task. Constructing a semantic interpreter manually or taking a supervised approach when learning the
semantic parser results in an equally hard, if not a harder problem than the one we hoped to avoid.
Our learning framework avoids this difficulty by making the connection between the learning tasks
explicit. In our settings, the learner has the ability to test its understanding. While this is clearly insufficient
for constructing the target hypothesis, it allows the learner to reject incorrect lesson interpretations. We
exploit this property to provide feedback to the semantic interpretation learning process, and base the
learning algorithm on this feedback. In this paper we examine learning in such settings, where the output
is executed by a computer program resulting with a response or outcome. We propose a response driven
learning framework capable of exploiting feedback based on the response. This type of supervision is very
natural in many situations and requires no machine learning expertise and thus can be supplied by any
user.
For example, in the card game domain, this response can be generated by letting the agent play the game
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using the classification rule it generated. We consider scenarios where the feedback is provided as a binary
signal, correct +1 or incorrect -1. We describe the specific feedback mechanism for each domain in the
following subsection.
This weaker form of supervision poses a challenge to conventional learning methods: semantic parsing
is in essence a structured prediction problem requiring supervision for a set of interdependent decisions,
while the provided supervision is binary, indicating the correctness of a generated meaning representation.
To bridge this difference, we propose a novel learning algorithms suited to the response driven setting. We
discuss learning in details in section 5 of this document.
3.3.1 Feedback from Real World Behavior
Our learning protocol relies on interacting with an external environment to provide supervision for learn-
ing. In this section we briefly describe how was this supervision obtained in each one of the domains we
looked at in this work.
Throughout the paper we abstract over the implementation details and refer to the feedback mechanism
as a binary function Feedback : Y → {+1,−1}, informing the learner whether a predicted logical form y
when executed on the actual game, or geographical database, produces the desired outcome.
Solitaire Card Game Observing the behavior resulting from the card game instruction interpretation was
the only feedback mechanism available to our learner. We envision a human learning process, in which in
addition to high level instructions the learner receives a small number of examples used for clarification.
For each concept taught, the learner had access to 10 positive and 10 negative labeled examples chosen
randomly1.
Geoquery In the Geoquery domain, we supplied the correct answers, and given the predicted logical
meaning representation returned a positive feedback if the result of using predicted logical form to query
a database was similar to the correct answer to the query.
Robocup In the Robocup domain no explicit supervision signal is provided, but it is derived by capturing
the correspondence between two weakly aligned streams of natural language sentences describing soccer
events and several robotic soccer events.
1Since our goal is to learn the target concept from instructions rather than from examples, we designed a weak feedback mechanism
which cannot be used to learn the target concept directly
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3.4 Empirical Evaluation
We test our approach in an actionable settings, in which the learner can evaluate its hypothesis by taking
actions in a (simulated) world environment. We evaluate our learning algorithm and unique interpretation
process on the well studied Geoquery domain (Zelle and Mooney [1996]; Tang and Mooney [2001]), a
database consisting of U.S. geographical information and natural language questions. Although the textual
input in this domain does not describe a classification rule, but rather a database query, it allows us to
evaluate our learning algorithm and its properties, and more importantly, it allows us to compare it to
existing semantic parsers that have studied this domain. We also evaluate our overall LNI approach over
a set of Solitaire card game rules, in which the lessons describe preconditions on actions. We show that
using our protocol an automated system can be taught to play games using NL instructions. Finally in the
robocup domain we evaluate the model’s ability to capture the correct mapping between a sentence and
the correct event it describes, given multiple events.
3.5 Related Work
Human-Centric Learning Protocols In this work we study a novel learning protocol based on learning
from instructions given by a human teacher. Instructable computing approaches leveraging human exper-
tise have typically been studied in a reinforcement learning setting, in which a human teacher provides
additional feedback to the learning process (a few recent examples include (Isbell et al. [2006]; Knox and
Stone [2009]; Thomaz and Breazeal [2006])). The role of human intervention in our learning framework is
different, as we simulate a NL lesson scenario. The approach closest to ours is described in (Kuhlmann
et al. [2004]), integrating NL advice into a reinforcement learner. However, in their setting the language
interpretation model is trained independently from the learner in a fully supervised process.
Machine Learning Approaches to Semantic Interpretation Converting NL into a formal meaning rep-
resentation is referred to as semantic parsing. This task has been studied extensively in the natural lan-
guage processing community, typically by employing supervised machine learning approaches. Early
works (Zelle and Mooney [1996]; Tang and Mooney [2000]) employed inductive logic programming ap-
proaches to learn a semantic parser. More recent works apply statistical learning methods to the problem
(Kate and Mooney [2006]; Wong and Mooney [2007]; Zettlemoyer and Collins [2005, 2009]). These works
rely on annotated training data, consisting of sentences and their corresponding logical forms.
We learn to interpret NL instructions from game interaction feedback, instead of supervised learning.
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Learning in similar settings for semantic interpretation has been studied recently by several works: (Chen
and Mooney [2008]; Liang et al. [2009]; Branavan et al. [2009]) use an external world context as a supervision
signal for semantic interpretation. However the semantic interpretation task is different than ours - the NL
input is completely situated in an external world state, while in our case the NL input describes a high level
rule abstracting over specific states.
Several recent works (Branavan et al. [2009]; Vogel and Jurafsky [2010]) look into learning language from
an external world feedback using a reinforcement learning approach. Although there is some similarity
between these works and the work presented in this document, our work differs conceptually from that
line of work in an important aspect - the depth of the semantic output. In these works the authors suggest
a combined interpretation and action model taking into account both linguistic input and action priority
(according to behavioral rewards). In this model a semantic interpreter cannot be isolated from the action
model, and therefore cannot be used independently. This contrast with our approach which treats semantic
interpretation in isolation, and uses the world’s behavior as feedback for improving interpretation, rather
than embedding it into the interpretation process.
In (Artzi and Zettlemoyer [2011]) the structural loss is approximated according to conversational cues.
Most relevant to our work are (Clarke et al. [2010]; Liang et al. [2011]; Goldwasser and Roth [2011]) which
use these settings for learning a semantic parser. We show how to extend the learning protocol in order
to better exploit the binary feedback. In (Liang et al. [2011]) the authors also utilize a response based
mechanism for learning, however the focus of their work is on the semantic representation, rather than
learning as in our work. We describe the differences between their learning procedure and ours in chapter 5.
The connection between structured prediction and binary classification over structural decisions was
studied in Chang et al. [2010b]. In their settings a global optimization objective was defined over a fixed set
of annotated structures and labeled binary examples. Our algorithm on the other hand does not have any
annotated data, but rather creates its own dataset iteratively by receiving feedback.
Leveraging textual instructions to improve game rules learning has been studied previously in (Eisen-
stein et al. [2009]) for Freecell Solitaire. In that work textual interpretation was limited to mining repeating
patterns and using them as features for learning the game rules over considerable amounts of game train-
ing data. Incorporating natural language advice in a game playing framework was also studied (Branavan





Semantic parsing is the process of converting a natural language input into a formal logic representation.
This process is performed by associating lexical items and syntactic patterns with logical fragments and
composing them into a complete formula. Most existing approaches rely on extracting a set of parsing
rules, mapping text constituents to a logical representation, from annotated training data and applying
them recursively to obtain the meaning representation. Adapting to new data is a major limitation of these
approaches as they cannot handle inputs containing syntactic patterns which were not observed in the
training data. For example, assume the training data produced the following set of parsing rules for the
Geoquery domain:
Example 2. Typical parsing rules
(1) NP [λx.capital(x)]→ capital
(2) PP [ const(texas)]→ of Texas
(3) NNP [ const(texas)]→ Texas
(4) NP [capital(const(texas))]→
NP[λ x.capital(x)] PP [ const(texas)]
Rules 1-3 describe lexical transformations, these rules are triggered by a raw input fragment (such as
a word, or a short phrase) and generate a logical symbol and a syntactic category (such a Noun Phrase,
Preposition Phrase etc.). Rule 4 describes a higher level transformation, in which two pairs consisting of a
syntactic category and a matching logical fragment are unified into a single syntactic category and logical
formula.
Given a sentence (such as the ones in Example 3) the meaning of a sentence is constructed by applying
these rules recursively. It can be observed that despite the lexical similarity in these examples, the semantic
parser will correctly parse the first sentence but fail to parse the second because the lexical items belong to
different a syntactic category (i.e., the word Texas is not part of a preposition phrase in the second sentence).
The third sentence will fail to parse due to missing lexical information–the term “Longhorn State” is not
covered by any of the rules.
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Example 3. Syntactic variations of the same meaning representation
Target logical form: capital(const(texas))
Sentence 1: “What is the capital of Texas?”
Sentence 2: “What is Texas’ capital?”
Sentence 3: “What is the capital of the Longhorn State?”
The ability to adapt to unseen inputs is one of the key challenges in semantic parsing. Several works (Zettle-
moyer and Collins [2007]; Kate [2008]) have suggested partial solutions to this problem, for example by
manually defining syntactic transformation rules that can help the learned parser generalize better. Most
similar to our approach is the work of (Kate and Mooney [2006]) which relies more heavily on lexical infor-
mation, and as a result proved to be more resilient to noisy data.
Given the previous example (sentence 2), we observe that it is enough to identify that the function
capital(·) and the constant symbol const(texas) appear in the target logical interpretation, since there is
a single way to compose these entities into a single formula–
capital(const(texas)).
Motivated by this observation we define our meaning derivation process as a search over possible inter-
pretation, legal according to the domain language, and use syntactic information as a way to bias the logical
interpretation process. That is, our inference process considers the entire space of meaning representations
irrespective of the patterns observed in the training data. This is possible as the logical interpretation lan-
guages are defined by a formal language and formal grammar.1 The syntactic information present in the
natural language is used as soft evidence (features) which guides the inference process to good meaning
representations.
In addition we use existing external knowledge resources capturing lexical information to make up for
missing lexical information. In this case (sentence 3), mapping between “Texas” and “Longhorn State”.
This formulation is a major shift from existing approaches that rely on extracting parsing rules from
the training data. In existing approaches the space of possible meaning representations is constrained by
the patterns in the training data and syntactic structure of the natural language input. Our formulation
considers the entire space of meaning representations and allows the model to adapt to previously unseen
data and always produce a semantic interpretation by using the patterns observed in the input.
We frame our semantic interpretation process as a constrained optimization process, maximizing the
objective function defined by Equation 3.1 which relies on extracting lexical and syntactic features instead
of parsing rules. In the remainder of this section we explain the components of our inference model.
1This is true for all meaning representations designed to be executed by a computer system.
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4.1 Semantic Interpretation as Constrained Optimization
Semantic interpretation, as formulated in Equation 3.1, is an inference procedure selecting the top ranking
output logical formula. In practice this decision is decomposed into smaller decisions, capturing local
mappings of input tokens to logical fragments and their composition into larger fragments. These decisions
are converted into a feature representation by a feature function Φ, and parameterized by a weight vector.
We formulate the inference process over these decision as an Integer Linear Program (ILP), maximizing
the overall score of active decisions, subject to constraints ensuring the validity of the output formula. The
flexibility of ILP has previously been advantageous in natural language processing tasks (Roth and Yih
[2007]; Martins et al. [2009]) as it allows us to easily incorporate constraints declaratively. These constraints
help facilitate learning as they shape the space of possible output structures, thus requiring the learned
model’s parameters to discriminate between a smaller set of candidates. The flexibility offered by using an
ILP solver comes with a computational cost – ILP is known to be computationally costly (exponential in the
size of the inference problem). In this work we used an off-the-shelf solver incurring the full computational
cost, which while efficient for the most part, restricted us in some of the experiments we performed. We
consider using approximation and ILP-relaxation techniques as future work.
4.2 Decision Variables and Objective Function
The inference decision is defined over two types of decision variables. The first type, referred to as a first-
order decision2, encodes a lexical mapping decision as a binary variable αcs, indicating that a constituent
c is aligned with a logical symbol s. The pairs connected by the alignment (h) in Fig. 4.1(a) are examples of
such decisions.
The final output structure y is constructed by composing individual predicates into a complete formula,
this is formulated as an argument sharing decision indicating if two functions take the same variable as
input. We refer to this type of decisions as a second-order decision, encoded as a binary variable, βcsi,dtj
indicating if the j-th argument of t (associated with constituent d) and the i-th argument of s (associated
with constituent c) refer to the same variable or constant symbol. For example, the decision variables
representation of the formula presented in Fig. 4.1(b): move(a1, a2)top(a1, x2) include an active second-
order variable indicating that the corresponding predicates share an argument.
2Note that the use of the terms first-oder and second-order to describe interpretation decisions refers to unigram and bigram (a
decision dependent on other decisions) output decisions, and not to first and second-order logic
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Objective Function given an input sentence, we consider the space of possible semantic interpretations
as the space of possible assignments to the decision variables. The semantic interpretation decision is done
by selecting a subset of variables maximizing a linear objective function. The objective function quantifies
different value assignments to the decision variables, using a feature function mapping a decision into a
feature vector. We denote the feature function mapping first-order decisions (α) as Φ1, and second-order
decisions as Φ2. These functions are described in more details in section 4.4. The objective function is
defined as follows -














βcsi,dtj ·w2TΦ2(x, c, si, d, tj) (4.1)
where i, j iterate over args(s)3 and args(t) respectively, and D is the set of logical symbols in the
domain.
Note, that for a given input sentence many of the decision defined above are mutually exclusive, for
example, if a word is mapped to a predicate pi, it cannot be mapped to a different predicate pj . We constrain
the possible assignment to the objective function by adding linear constraints. The following section defines
the constants used to ensure a legal assignment.
4.3 Constraints
Given an input sentence, the space of possible interpretations is subsumed by the space of possible as-
signments to the decisions variables. For example, there is a clear dependency between α-variables and
β-variables assignments, as functions can only share a variable (β decision) if they appear in the output
formula (α decisions). In order to prevent spurious assignments, we restrict the decision space. We take
advantage of the flexible ILP framework, and encode these restrictions as global constraints over Equa-
tion 4.1.
Lexical Mapping Decisions
• An input constituent can only be associated with at most one logical symbol.
∀c ∈ x, ∑s∈D αcs ≤ 1
• The head predicate (e.g., move) must be active.
3Recall that we define args(p) to be a function mapping a predicate p to its list of argument variables
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∑
c∈x αc,move = 1
Argument Sharing Decisions
• Variable sharing is only possible when variable types match.
• If two predicates share a variable, then these predicates must be active.
∀c, d ∈ x,∀s, t ∈ D, βcsi,dtj =⇒ αcs ∧ αdt
where i, j range over args(s) and args(t) respectively.
Global Structure: Connectivity Constraints In addition to constraints over local decision we are also
interested in ensuring a correct global structure of the output formula. We impose constraints forcing
an overall fully-connected output structure, in which each logical symbol appearing in the output formula
is connected to the head predicate via argument sharing. This property ensures that the value of each
logical construct in the output is dependent on the head predicate’s arguments. In order to clarify this idea,
consider the output logical formula described in example 4. The value of that formula, when given a game
state, is evaluated to TRUE if the game state contains at least one vacant freecell, not necessarily the target
freecell specified by the head predicate arguments.
Example 4 (Disconnected Output Structure). Free variable not bound to input arguments.
move(a1, a2)← top(a1, x1) ∧ card(a1) ∧ freecell(x2) ∧ empty(x2)
Note that this constraint does not limit the model’s effective expressivity as it only rules out spurious
interpretations. From a natural language processing point of view, this process is very similar to the co-
reference resolution problem of ensuring that all mentions refer back to an originating entity. In this case
we assume that there are two concrete entities - the action’s arguments, and the constraints ensure that all
other variables are linked to these entities.
We encode the connectivity property by representing the decision space as a graph, and forcing the
graph corresponding to the output prediction to have a connected tree structure using flow constraints.
Fig. 4.1(c) provides an example of this formulation.
Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, where V contains vertices corresponding to α variables and E
contains edges corresponding to β variables, each adding two directional edges. We refer to vertices cor-
responding to αc,move variables as head vertices. Clearly, the output formula will be fully-connected if and
only if the graph corresponding to the output structure is connected. We associate a flow variable fcsi,dtj
with every edge in the graph, and encode the following constraints over the flow variables to ensure that
the resulting graph is connected.
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• Only active edges can have a positive flow.
βcsi,dtj = 0 =⇒ fcsi,dtj = 0 ∧ fdtj ,csi = 0
• The total outgoing flow from all head vertices must be equal to the number of logical symbols appear-






For readability reasons, we use * to indicate all possible values for constituents in x and logical symbols
in D.
• Each non-head vertex consumes one unit of flow.
∀d ∈ x,∀t ∈ D, ∑ f∗,∗,dtj −∑ fdtj ,∗,∗ = 1
4.4 Features
The inference problem defined in Equation (4.1) uses two feature functions: Φ1 for first-order decision and
Φ2 for second-order decisions. In general, Φ1 represents lexical information while Φ2 represents syntactic
and semantic dependencies between sub-structures. Extracting some of these features require using ad-
ditional resources (such as a dependency tree, WordNet), we mention the use of these external resources
below in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, and evaluate their importance in the following chapter.
Linguistic Resources Used for Feature Extraction
• WordNet-based Lexical Similarity (WNSim) Models for semantic interpretation typically utilize a lexi-
con containing known mappings between words and logical domain-symbols. The space of possible
interpretations is restricted de-facto, to inputs containing lexical items appearing in the lexicon. In
an idealized settings, identifying semantic relatedness between the known mappings and previously
unseen words and phrases,could help the model generalize better to previously unseen inputs.
We use a WordNet based similarity metric (WNSIM, see (Do et al. [2009]) for more details). The met-
ric is defined over the WordNet hierarchy, given two words w1, w2, the metic computes the closest
common ancestor of the words. The similarity is computed based on that distance, with some consid-
eration to the semantic relation between words (e.g., the antonymy relation incurs a negative penalty
when computing this score).
Identifying semantic similarity between lexical items offers a useful, though noisy contribution to
semantic interpretation. The true meaning of words is dependent on their context, rather than an iso-
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lated matching between words. Furthermore, semantic relatedness is a very coarse semantic measure
indicative of semantic equivalence in some cases only. This fact prevents us from using WNSim di-
rectly to extend the lexicon, but rather we use it to extract a set of features (described in the subsequent
paragraph) and learn weights capturing the resource’s contribution to the learning process.
• Dependency Parser Compositional decisions require taking into consideration a larger context. This
context typically takes into account syntactic information. Most works account for this context as
part of the training process, by learning the syntactic categories aligned with semantic fragments. In
this work we take a different approach and utilize an external resource, a dependency parser trained
independently (Klein and Manning [2003]), and use it to provide syntactic cues for the interpretation
process.
A dependency parser provides a syntactic view of the input sentence consisting of asymmetric lexical
relations (i.e., dependencies) between words. These relations take the shape of a tree, starting from a
single head node. In this work we use this structure to provide a more meaningful measure of distance
(compared to one based on order of occurrence).
First-Order Decision Features Φ1 Determining if a logical symbol is aligned with a specific constituent
depends mostly on lexical information. Following previous work (e.g., Zettlemoyer and Collins [2005]) we
create a small lexicon, mapping logical symbols to surface forms. We initialize the lexicon by mapping the
logical entities to lexical item carrying the same name (e.g., card(·) was mapped to ”card”). We extend
the lexicon during the learning process–whenever the model predicts a logical formula assigned a positive
feedback, the lexical choices done by the model are added to the lexicon. For example, given an alignment
h that maps the word “neighboring” to the predicate border(·), the pair will be added to the lexicon.
We use an external knowledge base, WordNet (Miller et al. [1990]), to extend the initial lexicon and
add features which measure the lexical similarity between a constituent and a logical symbol’s surface
forms (as defined by the lexicon). In order to disambiguate preposition constituents, an additional feature
is added. This feature considers the current lexical context (one word to the left and right) in addition to
word similarity. The list of features used for first-order decisions is summarized in table 4.1.
Second-Order Decision Features Φ2 Second-order decisions rely on syntactic information. In order to
extract these features we use a dependency parser, trained independently (Klein and Manning [2003]), and
extract features from the dependency tree of an input sentence. Given a second-order decision βcs,dt, the
dependency feature takes the normalized distance between the head words in the constituents c and d.
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Feature Description Resource
LexiconMatch(w,p) Does the stem of the word w match an entry in the lexicon for p Stemmer, Lexicon
NullPredicate(w) Does the word w map to an empty symbol -
Lexicon+Context(w,p) If w is in lexicon for p, does the left/right window contain a lexicon entry Lexicon
WordNetSimilarity(w,p) Top WordNet based similarity score for w and all lexicon items for p WordNet
PrepositionContext If the left/right context of a lexicon item is a preposition POS tagger
Table 4.1: Summary of features used for first-order decisions, and the resources utilized for extracting those
features.
Feature Description Resource
DependencyDistance(w1, w2) num of hops between w1 and w2 Dependency parser
Bigram(p1, p2) Occurrence of p1, p2 in output -
TopPredicate(p1) p1 is the top most predicate -
Table 4.2: Summary of features used for second-order decisions, and the resources utilized for extracting
those features.
In addition, a set of features indicate which logical symbols are usually composed together, without
considering their alignment to text. These feature allow the model to recover in cases where the input
sentence contains unknown lexical items. Since no lexical evidence is available, these features allow the
model to take an informed guess based on previous decisions. Finally, when using a functional output
language (such as in Geoquery) we add a feature indicating that a given function symbol p is the head of
the formula.
The list of features used for second-order decisions is summarized in table 4.2.
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MOVE(a1,a2) TOP(x1, x2) EMPTY(x1) NULL … 
“ You can move top ... … ” 
(a) 1st-order decisions. These decisions (denoted as α variables in Eq. 4.1) cap-
ture possible mappings between words and domain symbols. In this example,
the dashed lines represent possible mappings, and the solid lines represent the





(b) 2nd-order decisions. These decisions (de-
noted as β variables in Eq. 4.1) describe how to
compose the symbols together. In this example
the dashed lines represent an identity decision:





(c) Flow variables. Unlike the previous variables,
these variables are do not appear in the objective
function, and are only used to ensure the legality of
the output. We restrict the possible output graphs to
be connected. We ensure this property by framing it
as a flow problem in a graph
Figure 4.1:
An example of inference variables space for a given input. The dashed edges correspond to non-active
decision variables and the bold lines to active variables, corresponding to the output structure
move(a1,a2) top(a1,x2). Active variables include 1st-order: α(“move′′,move1), α(“top′′,top1),





In this work we advocate the idea of instructable computing, in which an automated learning system is
taught a concept via direct instructions rather than by examples. The role of traditional machine learning
is therefore shifted from learning the target concept to learning to interpret natural instructions, which
explain the target concept. In this chapter we explain how can this learning process be done without
explicit supervision.
5.1 Response Driven Learning
The learning problem is defined as finding a good set of parameters for the inference function described
in Eq. 3.1, such that when applied to NL instructions the corresponding output formula will result in a
correct behavior. Typically, such prediction functions are trained in a supervised settings in which the
learner has access to training examples, consisting of the input sentences and their corresponding logical
forms {(xl, zl)}Nl=1 (e.g., Zettlemoyer and Collins [2005]; Wong and Mooney [2007]). However, our learning
framework does not have access to this type of data and relies only on feedback obtained from world
interaction–by trying out the interpretation. This setup gives rise to our algorithmic learning approach,
iteratively performing the following steps- generating rules from instructions, receiving feedback by acting
in the world and updating the interpretation function parameters accordingly. We explain the technical
aspects of this protocol in the following subsection.
Providing this indication of correctness is typically cheap, alas, it does not exemplify the patterns ap-
pearing in the correct prediction, as required by structured learning algorithms. More formally, learning in
these settings can be framed as learning a structured predictor1 using a binary supervision source. There-
fore, the key question is how to use the available binary supervision signal to generate structured feed-
back signal required for training?
1The learning domains discussed in this paper rely on an intermediate layer, h, which is not included in the training set. Our
algorithm deals with this variation effortlessly, however when working in a supervised settings a latent variable variation of these
algorithms is required. See (Yu and Joachims [2009]; Chang et al. [2010a]) for details.
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In this section we aim to answer this question. Our discussion is driven by the observation that the key
difficulty of bridging the gap between the binary supervision available and the structured pairs required
for learning, stems from the fault assignment problem. Supervised learning is guided by a basic principle–
minimizing a loss function, defined over the annotated data. In structure learning, the loss function quan-
tifies the incorrect structural decision, penalizing (or assigning fault) only to substructures predicted incor-
rectly. However in our settings, the learner only has a binary indication of the incorrect prediction, rather
than the structural decomposition required. A simple solution (taken for example by (Clarke et al. [2010];
Liang et al. [2011]) ), focuses on learning only from predictions receiving positive feedback, by extracting
structured signal from these predictions and iteratively training the model.
Unlike these approaches, our algorithm is designed to use both types of feedback–by using positive
feedback as structural supervision, and negative as binary supervision, thus utilizing the supervision sig-
nal more effectively. In Section 5.1.3, we present an online learning algorithm combining both binary learn-
ing and structured learning principles. In its most basic form, our algorithm utilizes the negative feedback
signal in a coarse way, by penalizing the entire structure (i.e., all the structural decisions) uniformly. In
Section 5.1.4 we take an extra step, and show how to amplify the binary signal by approximating the mis-
takes in the predicted structures leading to the negative feedback, thus allowing the algorithm to use finer
grained feedback. We follow the observation that the predicted structure can be naturally decomposed to
multiple components, some of which can be predicted more reliably than others. We propose an algorithm
that better exploits the structural decomposition; specifically, we suggest to approximate the loss (i.e., the
incorrect decisions) associated with structures assigned negative feedback by decomposing the structure
into individual components and assessing their correctness probability. We can estimate the correctness
probability reliably by using the set of positive predictions to compute their statistics.
5.1.1 Learning Structures from Binary Feedback
Learning to predict structures using binary supervision requires a new kind of learning algorithm, bridging
the gap between the available binary supervision, and the required supervision - annotated examples. Since
the binary supervision can be used as an indication of prediction correctness, learning algorithms of this
type use structures labeled with a binary signal to train the model, by promoting output structures that
result in a positive signal and the vice-versa.
In the rest of this section we describe learning in these settings in detail. We begin by providing an
overview of existing approaches to this problem, these typically rely only on positive feedback by framing
the problem as an incremental supervised learning problem. We then proceed to describe our algorithm,
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Algorithm 4 Existing Approaches: High level view
Require: Inputs {xl}Nl=1,
Feedback : X × Y → {+1, 1},
initial weight vector w
1: repeat
2: for l = 1, . . . , N do
3: hˆ, yˆ = arg maxh,yw
TΦ(xl,h,y)
4: f = Feedback(xl, yˆ)
5: add (Φ(xl, hˆ, yˆ), f) to B
6: end for
7: w← TRAIN (B)
8: until Convergence
9: return w
and show how to use both structures assigned positive and negative labels. Finally we show how the
negative binary feedback can be better exploited to provide finer-grained feedback to the learner instead of
uniformly demoting the negative structure.
5.1.2 Existing Approaches for Learning with Binary Feedback
In Alg. 4 we describe a high level procedure for these settings. The algorithm incrementally samples the
space of possible structures for a given input, modifying the model’s parameter vector to encourage correct
structures and reject incorrect ones. The algorithm repeatedly performs two steps -
1. Predict output structures using current model and receive feedback for them (lines 1-6)
2. Train the model based on that feedback (line 7).
Given the training set collected at the first step, existing algorithms perform the second step by doing
one of the following -
Structured update Since positive feedback correspond to correct structural decision, these can be used
directly for training a supervised model. This instantiation of the algorithm is in essence an incremental
supervised learning algorithm, where at each stage more labeled examples are added to the training set.
The choice of structured learning procedure used is left to the system designer, for example previous works
used structured SVM (Clarke et al. [2010]) and the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Liang et al.
[2011]).
While this procedure is very intuitive, it can only utilize structures assigned positive feedback and
ignores the negative feedback.
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Binary update Cast the learning problem as a binary classification problem, where the feature decompo-
sition of correct structures is treated as positive examples and incorrect structures as negative. The weight
vector is updated using a binary learning algorithm. This approach allows using both types of feedback,
however it is used very coarsely, without taking advantage of structural information available for structures
assigned a positive label.
5.1.3 Combined Feedback Perceptron
Our algorithm is designed to make use of both the negative and positive feedback, by combining ideas
from both structure and binary learning. Unlike supervised learning algorithms, which take a fixed set of
training examples, the algorithm iteratively generates its own training data, using its current set of param-
eters to generate structures, and the feedback function to label them. The algorithm can be considered as a
fusion of the binary perceptron (Rosenblatt [1958]) and structured perceptron (Collins [2002]) and works in
an online fashion, performing error driven updates.
Algorithm 5 describes this procedure. The algorithm iteratively samples the space using the current
parameter set (line 4) and gets feedback for the chosen structure (line 5), a negative feedback incurs a
penalty - if the learner, in any of the previous iterations, has generated a positive structure for that input
object, the parameter set is updated towards that structure using the structured perceptron update rule (line
8), and if not, the parameter set is updated away from the selected point by using the binary perceptron
update rule (line 10)2.
The algorithm performs two types of updates, structural update in case a positive structure for that exam-
ple as already been encountered by the algorithm. In this case the algorithm simply performs the structured
perceptron updated rule, given as -
Structural Update
w = w + Φ(xl,h,y)− Φ(xl, hˆ, yˆ) (5.1)
Alternatively, in case the algorithm does not have a positive structure to update towards, the algorithm
demotes all active features uniformly, as described by the following equation.
Simple Binary Update
w = w − Φ(xl, hˆ, yˆ) (5.2)
2The number of negative structures is likely to overwhelm the learning process, to prevent that we restrict the number of binary
updates to the size of the positive training set.
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Algorithm 5 Combined Feedback Perceptron
Require: Sentences {xl}Nl=1,
Feedback : X × Y → {+1, 1},
initial weight vector w
1: Bl ← {} for all l = 1, . . . , N
2: repeat
3: for l = 1, . . . , N do
4: hˆ, yˆ = arg maxh,yw
TΦ(xl,h,y)
5: f = Feedback(xl, yˆ)
6: if f = -1 then
7: if Bl contains Φ(xl,h,y) then
8: w← Update using Structure(xl, hˆ, yˆ)
9: else
10: w← Binary Update(xl, hˆ, yˆ)
11: end if
12: else





The binary update rule treats the entire structure as incorrect. The rationale behind it is that since no
gold structure to update towards exists, the ”blame” for the negative structure is assigned uniformly. In
the following section we describe how to refine this information by approximating which substructures are
actually responsible for the negative signal.
5.1.4 Learning to Approximate Structural Loss
The binary update rule targets a simple objective - updating the current set of parameters, such that the
incorrect structure will no longer be ranked first by the model. This is achieved by uniformly demoting the
weights of all features corresponding to active decisions in the incorrect structure. This contrasts with the
structured update rule, which aims to ”correct” the decision, rather than just change it, by demoting the
weights of features corresponding to incorrect decision, and promoting the weights of those corresponding
to correct ones. In the supervised settings, these updates are possible since the gold structure provides this
information.
While this information is not available, we try to approximate it by learning a structural loss function
based on the set of correct predictions. Our loss function has a probabilistic interpretation, mapping each
structural decision in to a probability score. Given an incorrect structure, we use the approximated loss
function and update the model according to the score it assigns to structural decisions. Decisions assigned a
low probability score are more likely to correspond to the mistakes that have led to the incorrect prediction.
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The approximation is done by following the observation that the predicted structure is composed of
several components, some more likely to be correct than others based on their occurrence in the positive
data. More formally, given an incorrect structural decision, we decompose the structure into a set of sub-
structures, and evaluate the conditional probability of each structural decision (yi ∈ y) given the input
generating it3. We use these probabilities to appropriately penalize the model - if the decision is likely to
be correct (i.e., it is assigned a high probability) the demotion step will have little effect on the weights of
features corresponding to that decision and the vice versa.
Accommodating this procedure requires two changes to Algorithm 5. The first change is to the Binary
update rule described in line 13 of Algorithm 5. The uniform penalty is replaced by a procedure described
in Alg. 6, which assigns a different penalty to each structural decision based on its confidence score. The
second change concerns the computation of the confidence score. This score is computed over the set
of examples assigned a positive feedback signal. We change line 13 in Algorithm 5, to consider newly
added positive structures in the loss approximation computation. Our algorithm maintains a probability
distribution over the individual decisions compromising the positively predicted structures. Given a new
positive structure we decompose it into the individual output decisions and the relevant part of the inputs,
and the probability distribution over the two is updated.
In order to understand the intuition behind this approach consider the following (sentence,interpretation)
pair.
Example 5. Input:
“What is the population of the largest city in New York?”
Output:
population( largest (city ( const(new york city ))).
In this example the output structure will receive a negative feedback since its interpretation of the
term “New York” refers to New York city, rather than the state of New York. By focusing the update
step on that decision we can encourage the model to try a different interpretation of that specific term,
rather than penalizing potentially correct substructures in the output formula. Continuing with our ex-
ample, since “New York” is an ambiguous term, the probability mass is likely to be divided between all
the senses of the term, when computed over the positive training data, and therefore the probability score
p( const(new york city )) | “New York”) will reflect it, leading to a heavier penalty assigned to this term.
We observe that the success of our loss approximation method is dependent on the structural decom-
3Deciding which parts of the input should be considered is determined by observing which parts of the input were considered by
the feature functions active for this substructure.
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Algorithm 6 Approximated Structural Update
Require: Input (x,y)
1: for (x, y)i ∈ (x,y) do
2: w = w - φ(x, y) · (1− p(y|x))
3: end for
position specific for each domain. In domains where the structural decomposition considers local feature
functions, computing the conditional probability is likely provide useful information, as these local input-
output substructures are likely to appear frequently in the data (as in the example above, where the lexical
mapping decision depended only on the term ”New York”, which is likely to appear in other examples).
An extreme opposite scenario could occur when each substructure relies on the entire input. Fortunately,
linguistic input decomposes naturally in to smaller units over which the structural decision is defined, thus
allowing our loss approximation approach to provide useful information during learning.
In this section we describe our experimental evaluation. We begin this section by describing our experi-
ments on instructional text for several variations of the Solitaire card game. In this domain we evaluated the
results of applying our overall approach, teaching an agent the rules to a card game,treating the predicted
structure as a classification rule and evaluating the result on card game moves.
In the second part of this section we focus on response based learning, and evaluate our approach on the
well known Geoquery domain. In this case the predicted structure is a database query that can be used to
query a database. This well studied domain allows us to compare our results to existing work and evaluate
different properties of response based learning.
5.1.5 Overall Approach: Teaching Solitaire Card Game Rules
Experimental Setup The decision function described by the text classifies the legality of several Solitaire
card game moves given a game state. We consider several games, each having one or more such rules.
All the rules describe a similar operation - moving a card from one location to another. The rules differ
according to the game and the source and target cards locations. Consider for example two such rules for
the famous Freecell solitaire game - FREECELL (move a card to a freecell) and TABLEAU (move a card to a
tableau).
Example 6 ( FREECELL concept and its description). .
move(a1, a2)← top(a1, x1) ∧ card(a1) ∧ freecell(a2) ∧ empty(a2)
• “You can move any of the top cards to an empty freecell”
• “Any playable card can be moved to a freecell if it is empty”
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Example 7 ( TABLEAU concept and its description). .
move(a1, a2)← top(a1, x1) ∧ card(a1) ∧ tableau(a2) ∧ top(x2, a2) ∧ color(a1, x3) ∧ color(x2, x4)∧
not− equal(x3, x4) ∧ value(a1, x5) ∧ value(x2, x6) ∧ successor(x5, x6)
• “A top card can be moved to a tableau if it has a different color than the color of the top tableau card,
and the cards have successive values”
In order to evaluate our framework we associate with each target concept instructional text describing
the target rule, and game data over which the predicted structures are evaluated. Each target concept is
associated with 10 different instructions describing the target rule, and 900 relevant game moves sampled
randomly. To avoid bias the game moves contain an equal number of positive and negative examples. Note
that these examples are used for evaluation only.
We evaluated the performance of our learning system by measuring the proportion of correct predic-
tions for each of the target concepts on the game data. The accuracy for each target concept is measured by
averaging the accuracy score of each of the individual instruction interpretations.
The semantic interpreter was initialized using a simple rule based procedure, assigning uniform scores
to input constituents appearing in the lexicon (first-order decisions) and penalizing second-order decisions
corresponding to input constituents which are far apart on the dependency tree of the input sentence.
Experimental Approach Our experiments were designed to evaluate the learner’s ability to generalize
beyond the limited supervision offered by the feedback function. Generalization is evaluated along two
lines: (1) Evaluating the quality of the learned target concept: the ability of the system to perform well on
unseen solitaire game data (2) Evaluating the quality of the learned semantic interpretation model. Our
goal goes beyond learning a single task: the semantic interpreter is meant to provide a broader interpre-
tation ability, to the extent it can be applied, after learning one task, to other tasks defined over a similar
lexicon. To study this scenario, after the learning process terminates, the system is given a set of new tex-
tual instructions belonging to a different game, and its performance is evaluated based on the quality of the
newly generated rules. To accommodate this set up we performed a 5-fold cross validation over the data
and report the averaged results.
Results Our results are summarized in table 5.1 and 5.2, the first describing the ability of our learning
algorithm to generalize to new game data, and the second, to new instructions.
A natural baseline for the prediction problem is to simply return FALSE (or TRUE) regardless of the
input–this ensures a baseline performance of 0.5 . The performance achieved without learning (using the
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initialized model) improves over overly simplified baseline, in some cases, considerably, in others– just
barely. After learning results consistently improves for all rules.
As can be noticed in the examples above, target concepts have different levels of difficulty–for example,
the FREECELL concept is relatively easy compared to the other rules, both in terms of the output structure
and the text used to describe it. The results indeed support this observation, and performance for this task
is excellent. The other tasks are more difficult, resulting in a more modest improvement; however, the
improvement due to learning is still clear.
In the second scenario we tested the ability of our semantic interpreter to generalize to previously un-
seen tasks. In this case successful learning depends on the different learning tasks sharing similar con-
structs and lexical items. We can expect performance to drop in this case, even simply for the reason that
the semantic interpreter is trained using less data. Nonetheless the question remains - does LNI depend on
developing a reading ability, or is the improvement after learning due only to the guidance the game data pro-
vides. If the latter is the case, we can expect performance to drop significantly as in these new settings the
system is evaluated on the classification rule it generated after training, without feedback from the domain
while constructing it.
Table 5.2 shows the results for this set up. It can be observed that while there is some performance drop,
generally our learning algorithm is also able to learn a good semantic interpreter, which generalizes well
to previously unseen instructions. Interestingly, the difference in performance compared to the first setting
(table 5.1) differs depending on which rule is tested. Simple rules achieve good score in both cases, and
their performance does not change. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that the text corresponding
to these rules is relatively simple and the model can predict the correct rule even without game data. As
rules get harder, a specialized learning process is required, this can be observed by the drop in performance.
Most notably in the case of ACCORDION THREE CARDS GAP which uses a predicate not used in any of the other rules.
5.1.6 Understanding Learning with Binary Supervision: Geoquery Domain
In order to get a better understanding of our response based learning procedure we used the Geoquery
dataset, and compared the performance of several variations of our algorithm, trained over datasets of
varying sizes. The dataset we used contains 250 queries used for training, and additional 250 used for
testing.
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Target Concept Initial Model Learned Model
FREECELL FREECELL 0.76 0.948
FREECELL HOMECELL 0.532 0.686
FREECELL TABLEAU 0.536 0.641
ACCORDION CONSECUTIVE LEFT 0.64 0.831
ACCORDION THREE CARDS GAP 0.561 0.724
AGREEMENT 0.74 0.932
ALHAMBRA KING 0.61 0.786
ALHAMBRA ACE 0.632 0.764
ACES UP BETWEEN 0.76 0.924
ACES UP OUT 0.591 0.691
Table 5.1: Results for Solitaire game rules. Each rule is described by the game it belongs to (larger font), and the
specific rule name in that game (smaller font). Accuracy was evaluated over previously unseen game moves using the
classification rules learned from the instructions used in training. The Initial Model column describes the performance
of the rules generated by the initial interpretation model (i.e., before learning).
Target Concept Initial Model Learned Model
FREECELL FREECELL 0.76 0.948
FREECELL HOMECELL 0.532 0.679
FREECELL TABLEAU 0.536 0.635
ACCORDION CONSECUTIVE LEFT 0.64 0.817
ACCORDION THREE CARDS GAP 0.561 0.678
AGREEMENT 0.74 0.932
ALHAMBRA KING 0.61 0.763
ALHAMBRA ACE 0.632 0.753
ACES UP BETWEEN 0.76 0.924
ACES UP OUT 0.591 0.631
Table 5.2: Results for Solitaire game rules. Each rule is described by the game it belongs to (larger font), and the specific
rule name in that game (smaller font). Accuracy was evaluated over previously unseen game moves using classification
rules generated from previously unseen game instructions. Semantic interpretation was done using the learned semantic
interpreter.
5.1.7 Empirical Results
We compare the results obtained by our algorithm to two natural reference points. The first is the initial
model used to bootstrap learning (denoted INITIAL MODEL), improving significantly over this baseline is
required to demonstrate effective learning. The second reference point is a supervised model, trained over
the same inputs, however using annotated structures rather than binary feedback. We measure perfor-
mance using the Accuracy score. We refer to our combined learning algorithm as COMBPERCEPT, and
when applied with loss approximation we use the term COMBPERCEPT W APRXLOSS.
The results for the Semantic Interpretation domain are summarized in table 5.3. The initial model used
for bootstrapping (INITIAL MODEL), resulted in an accuracy score of 0.222. Using our algorithm, without
using loss-approximation, resulted in an accuracy score of 0.796, and with loss-approximation, performance
was improved to - 0.816.
This model outperforms other systems working under this learning scenario that use the same dataset.
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Algorithm Sup. Acc.
INITIAL MODEL — 0.222
BINARY SUPERVISION (SEPARATE)
CLARKE ET AL. [2010] (BIN) 250 ans. 0.692
CLARKE ET AL. [2010] (ST) 250 ans. 0.732
LIANG ET AL. [2011] 250 ans. 0.789
BINARY SUPERVISION (COMBINED)
COMBPERCEPT 250 ans. 0.796
COMBPERCEPT W APRXLOSS 250 ans. 0.816
SUPERVISED
CLARKE ET AL. [2010] 250 strct. 0.804
WONG AND MOONEY [2006] 310 strct. 0.6
WONG AND MOONEY [2007] 310 strct. 0.75
ZETTLEMOYER AND COLLINS [2005] 600 strct. 0.793
ZETTLEMOYER AND COLLINS [2007] 600 strct. 0.861
WONG AND MOONEY [2007] 800 strct. 0.866
Table 5.3: Results for the semantic interpretation domain, comparing several models learning with Binary supervision.
Our approach outperforms these models when trained over the same datasets and resources. Note that our combined
model always outperform competing models using only one type of feedback, and that loss-approximation results in
an improved best performance.
We first consider the two models used by (Clarke et al. [2010]) - the first uses both types of feedback, us-
ing binary updates only (see Learning section for details) and achieves a score of 0.692, the second, uses
structural updates, but utilizes only the positive feedback achieves a score of 0.732. The model presented
by (Liang et al. [2011] combines an effective semantic inference procedure with a learning procedure uti-
lizing only structures receiving positive feedback. Their model resulted in a score of 0.789 for this dataset,
bootstrapped using the similar lexical resources4.
There are many works operating in supervised settings. Our model outperforms the supervised model
presented in (Clarke et al. [2010]), and other supervised models (Wong and Mooney [2006, 2007]) when
trained over dataset of a similar size. This is not surprising, since during training, as the model collects
more positive training examples, it converges towards a supervised learning framework.
In order to get a better understanding of the improvement achieved by the loss-approximation frame-
work our algorithm uses, we compared the results of training the two variations of our algorithm (with
and without the loss approximation) on datasets of varying sizes. Fig 5.1 presents the results of these
experiments and shows consistent improvement when using loss-approximation.
5.1.8 Features and Linguistic Resources Study
The process of semantic interpretation consists of two types of decisions - lexical and compositional. Briefly
described, the first type of decisions capture the possible mappings from natural language constituents to
4(Liang et al. [2011]) presents an additional model which uses a larger manually constructed lexicon, resulting in a considerable
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Figure 5.1: Comparing the results of the two variations of our combined-perceptron algorithm - with, and
without loss-approximation, over datasets of increasing size in the semantic interpretation domain. Results
show consistent improvement when using loss-approximation.
logical symbols, and the second type capture how these symbols should be composed together to create a
meaningful statement capturing the meaning of the input.
As described in Chapter 4, the first type of decision relies mostly on lexical information and indeed, the
feature decomposition of this type of decision captures different lexical aspects. The second type requires
higher level information, such as syntactic information. The representation used for learning in both first
and second type of decisions is composed of features that can be extracted directly (e.g., word occurrence
for lexical decisions, and symbol bigrams for compositional decisions) and features functions utilizing ex-
ternal linguistic resources such as Wordnet for lexical decisions and a dependency parser for compositional
decisions.
In this section we study the contribution of each one of those resources in the overall learning process.
The importance of this study is two fold. First, it help us assess the importance of these resources in
the learning process. Second, since many of these resources are only available for English, it is therefore
useful to understand how much can be learned based on the information appearing in the data alone.
Finally, we observe that there are strong dependencies between the two types of decisions. It is useful to
get an understanding of how much each component (lexical vs. compositional contributes to the learning
process. In order to check this we ran several experiments, testing the performance of different systems,
using different representations.
• Expanding the Lexicon Using WordNet This scenario tests the importance of a lexical external re-
source - WordNet. This feature attempts to increase the lexicon derived from data using an external
resource. This resource is used to quantify the semantic similarity of an input word to known lexicon
words. The hope is that using this resource a small seed of words can be extended to help the system
deal with previously unobserved expressions. We denote the system not making use of this resource
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as NOWORDNET.
• Capturing Relevant Lexical Context Using Part-of-Speech Tagger We exploit our knowledge of En-
glish and a part-of-speech tagger to encode if an input word occurs close to a preposition. We denote
the system not making use of this resource as NOPOS.
• Using Syntactic Dependencies to Determine Semantic Composition Compositional decisions are
often projected in the syntactic structure of the input sentence. Hoping to avoid the complexity of
constructing a rule based system mapping between syntactic structures and semantic ones, we use a
simple distance metric derived from calculating the distance between nodes in the dependency tree of
the input sentence. We denote the system not making use of this resource as NODEPENDENCY.
• Using Output Bigrams as Features We observe that some predicate tend to co-occur with other pred-
icates. We capture the preferences using bigram features, encoding which output symbols are com-
posed together, regardless of any input information. We denote the system not making use of this
feature type as NOBIGRAM.
• No Compositional Features This system relies on lexical features only. Non of the compositional deci-
sions features are used. We denote the system not making use of these feature types as NOCOMPINF.
• No External Resources This systems does not use any external resources. Specifically, it does not use
the part-of-speech tagger, WordNet and dependency parser used by other systems. We denote the
system not making use of all resources types as NORESOURCES.
The experimental results are summarized in table 5.4. Observing the results revels the following: The
importance of using external resources over this dataset is not crucial. This is demonstrated over both
lexical and syntactic resources. In the lexical case, not using WordNet features reduces performance slightly.
This can be explained by the fact that Geoquery is a closed domain, which uses a restricted vocabulary.
Since there are other means to increase the size of the lexicon the WordNet features contribution is limited.
We hypothesize the when using a larger dataset, in which the test data can include a substantial number
of previously unseen word the contribution of this feature will increase. We tested this hypothesis by
removing this feature and not allowing the system to increase its lexicon, in this case it can be observed that
the performance loss increases (appearing in parentheses in table 5.4). Features utilizing a part-of-speech
tagger did not help improve performance. While part-of-speech is an important source of information, our
features use it only to identify prepositions. We leave other ways of exploiting this resource to future work.
The importance of using a dependency parser, syntactic resource, is also not clear. Removing features










Table 5.4: Results of several systems, using different representations, over the Geoquery dataset. The different sys-
tems use a weaker representation of the learning domain, either by not using external knowledge resources, or by not
encoding different aspects of the input. The different systems are explained in Sec. 5.1.8. The results of these systems
are compared to the full model, utilizing all information and resources (denoted FULL MODEL)
other features capture this information and are able to make up for it. Indeed, when comparing a system
using only dependency information for compositional decisions (NOBIGRAM) to a system which uses
no compositional information (NOCOMPINF), the first system performs better, thus demonstrating that
features which rely on this resource contribute when used in isolation. Finally, we tested the system when
stripped of all external knowledge sources, this resulted in considerable performance degradation.
When removing the Bigram features the system’s performance drops dramatically, this suggests that





In this chapter we take another step towards alleviating the supervision effort, and present the first unsu-
pervised approach for this task. Our model compensates for the lack of training data by employing a self
training protocol based on identifying high confidence self labeled examples and using them to retrain the
model.
We base our approach on a simple observation: semantic parsing is a difficult structured prediction
task, which requires learning a complex model, however identifying good predictions can be done with a
different model, allowing the learner to identify robust patterns appearing in the predicted data and use
them to further training the model. We present several simple, yet highly effective confidence measures
capturing such patterns, and show how to use them to train a semantic parser without manually annotated
sentences.
Our basic premise, that predictions with high confidence score are of high quality, is further used to
improve the performance of the unsupervised training procedure. Our learning algorithm takes an EM-
like iterative approach, in which the predictions of the previous stage are used to bias the model. While
this basic scheme was successfully applied to many unsupervised tasks, it is known to converge to a sub
optimal point. We show that by using confidence estimation as a proxy for the model’s prediction quality,
the learning algorithm can identify a better model compared to the default convergence criterion.
We evaluate our learning approach and model on the well studied Geoquery domain (Zelle and Mooney
[1996]; Tang and Mooney [2001]), consisting of natural language questions and their prolog interpretations
used to query a database consisting of U.S. geographical information. Our experimental results show that
using our approach we are able to train a good semantic parser without annotated data, and that using a
confidence score to identify good models results in a significant performance improvement.
Using Confidence Estimation to Compensate for Lack of Training Data Our learning framework takes
a self training approach in which the learner is iteratively trained over its own predictions. Successful ap-
plication of this approach depends heavily on two important factors - how to select high quality examples
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to train the model on, and how to define the learning objective so that learning can halt once a good
model is found.
Both of these questions are trivially answered when working in a supervised setting: by using the
labeled data for training the model, and defining the learning objective with respect to the annotated data
(for example, loss-minimization in the supervised version of our system).
In this work we suggest to address both of the above concerns by approximating the quality of the
model’s predictions using a confidence measure computed over the statistics of the self generated pre-
dictions. Output structures which fall close to the center of mass of these statistics will receive a high
confidence score.
The first issue is addressed by using examples assigned a high confidence score to train the model,
acting as labeled examples.
We also note that since the confidence score provides a good indication for the model’s prediction per-
formance, it can be used to approximate the overall model performance, by observing the model’s total
confidence score over all its predictions. This allows us to set a performance driven goal for our learning
process - return the model maximizing the confidence score over all predictions. We describe the details of
integrating the confidence score into the learning framework in Sec. 6.1.
Although using the model’s prediction score (i.e., wTΦ(x,y, z)) as an indication of correctness is a nat-
ural choice, we argue and show empirically, that unsupervised learning driven by confidence estimation
results in a better performing model. This empirical behavior also has theoretical justification: training the
model using examples selected according to the model’s parameters (i.e., the top ranking structures) may
not generalize much further beyond the existing model, as the training examples will simply reinforce the
existing model. The statistics used for confidence estimation are different than those used by the model to
create the output structures, and can therefore capture additional information unobserved by the prediction
model. This assumption is based on the well established idea of multi-view learning, applied successfully
to many NL applications (Blum and Mitchell [1998]; Collins and Singer [1999]). According to this idea if
two models use different views of the data, each of them can enhance the learning process of the other.
The success of our learning procedure hinges on finding good confidence measures, whose confidence
prediction correlates well with the true quality of the prediction. The ability of unsupervised confidence
estimation to provide high quality confidence predictions can be explained by the observation that promi-
nent prediction patterns are more likely to be correct. If a non-random model produces a prediction pattern
multiple times it is likely to be an indication of an underlying phenomenon in the data, and therefore
more likely to be correct. Our specific choice of confidence measures is guided by the intuition that unlike
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Algorithm 7 Unsupervised Confidence driven Learning
Require: Sentences {xl}Nl=1,
initial weight vector w
1: define Confidence : X ×H× Y → R,
i = 0, Si = ∅
2: repeat
3: for l = 1, . . . , N do
4: hˆ, yˆ = arg maxh,yw
TΦ(xl,h,y)
5: Si = Si ∪ {xl, hˆ, yˆ}
6: end for
7: Confidence = compute confidence statistics
8: Sconfi = select from Si using Confidence
9: wi ← Learn(∪iSconfi )
10: i = i+ 1
11: until Sconfi has no new unique examples




structure prediction (i.e., solving the inference problem) which requires taking statistics over complex and
intricate patterns, identifying high quality predictions can be done using much simpler patterns that are
significantly easier to capture.
In the reminder of this section we describe our learning approach. We begin by introducing the over-
all learning framework (Sec. 6.1), we then explain the rational behind confidence estimation over self-
generated data and introduce the confidence measures used in our experiments (Sec. 6.2). We conclude
with a description of the specific learning algorithms used for updating the model (Sec. 6.3).
6.1 Unsupervised Confidence-Driven Learning
Our learning framework works in an EM-like manner, iterating between two stages: making predictions
based on its current set of parameters and then retraining the model using a subset of the predictions,
assigned high confidence. The learning process “discovers” new high confidence training examples to add
to its training set over multiple iterations, and converges when the model no longer adds new training
examples.
While this is a natural convergence criterion, it provides no performance guarantees, and in practice it
is very likely that the quality of the model (i.e., its performance) fluctuates during the learning process. We
follow the observation that confidence estimation can be used to approximate the performance of the entire
model and return the model with the highest overall prediction confidence.
We describe this algorithmic framework in detail in Alg. 7. Our algorithm takes as input a set of natural
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language sentences and a set of parameters used for making the initial predictions 1. The algorithm then
iterates between the two stages - predicting the output structure for each sentence (line 4), and updating
the set of parameters (line 9). The specific learning algorithms used are discussed in Sec. 6.3. The training
examples required for learning are obtained by selecting high confidence examples - the algorithm first
takes statistics over the current predicted set of output structures (line 7), and then based on these statistics
computes a confidence score for each structure, selecting the top ranked ones as positive training examples,
and if needed, the bottom ones as negative examples (line 8). The set of top confidence examples (for either
correct or incorrect prediction), at iteration i of the algorithm, is denoted Sconfi . The exact nature of the
confidence computation is discussed in Sec. 6.2.
The algorithm iterates between these two stages, at each iteration it adds more self-annotated examples
to its training set, learning therefore converges when no new examples are added (line 11). The algorithm
keeps track of the models it trained at each stage throughout this process, and returns the one with the high-
est averaged overall confidence score (lines 12-13). At each stage, the overall confidence score is computed
by averaging over all the confidence scores of the predictions made at that stage.
6.2 Unsupervised Confidence Estimation
Confidence estimation is calculated over a batch of input (x) - output (y) pairs. Each pair decomposes
into smaller first-order and second-order decisions (defined Sec. 4.2). Confidence estimation is done by
computing the statistics of these decisions, over the entire set of predicted structures. In the rest of this
section we introduce the confidence measures used by our system.
Translation Model The first approach essentially constructs a simplified translation model, capturing
word-to-predicate mapping patterns. This can be considered as an abstraction of the prediction model:
we collapse the intricate feature representation into high level decisions and take statistics over these deci-
sions. Since it takes statistics over considerably less variables than the actual prediction model, we expect
this model to make reliable confidence predictions. We consider two variations of this approach, the first
constructs a unigram model over the first-order decisions and the second a bigram model over the second-
order decisions. Formally, given a set of predicted structures we define the following confidence scores:
1Since we commit to the max-score output prediction, rather than summing over all possibilities, we require a reasonable initial-













Structural Proportion Unlike the first approach which decomposes the predicted structure into individ-
ual decisions, this approach approximates the model’s performance by observing global properties of the
structure. We take statistics over the proportion between the number of predicates in z and the number of
words in x.
Given a set of structure predictions S, we compute this proportion for each structure (denoted as
Prop(x, z)) and calculate the average proportion over the entire set (denoted as AvProp(S)). The confi-
dence score assigned to a given structure (x,y) is simply the difference between its proportion and the
averaged proportion, or formally
PropScore(S, (x, z)) = AvProp(S)− Prop(x, z)
This measure captures the global complexity of the predicted structure and penalizes structures which are
too complex (high negative values) or too simplistic (high positive values).
Combined The two approaches defined above capture different views of the data, a natural question is
then - can these two measures be combined to provide a more powerful estimation? We suggest a third approach
which combines the first two approaches. It first uses the score produced by the latter approach to filter out
unlikely candidates, and then ranks the remaining ones with the former approach and selects those with
the highest rank.
6.3 Learning Algorithms
Given a set of self generated structures, the parameter vector can be updated (line 9 in Alg. 7). We consider
two learning algorithm for this purpose.
The first is a binary learning algorithm, which considers learning as a classification problem, that is
finding a set of weights w that can best separate correct from incorrect structures. The algorithm decom-
poses each predicted formula and its corresponding input sentence into a feature vector Φ(x,h,y) normal-
ized by the size of the input sentence |x|, and assigns a binary label to this vector2. The learning process
2Without normalization longer sentences would have more influence on binary learning problem. Normalization is therefore
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Model Description
INITIAL MODEL Manually set weights (Sec. 6.4)
PRED. SCORE normalized prediction (Sec. 6.4)
ALL EXAMPLES All top structures (Sec. 6.4)
UNIGRAM Unigram score (Sec. 6.2)
BIGRAM Bigram score (Sec. 6.2)
PROPORTION Words-predicate prop (Sec. 6.2)
COMBINED Combined estimators (Sec. 6.2)
RESPONSE BASED Supervised (binary) (Sec. 6.4)
SUPERVISED Fully Supervised (Sec. 6.4)
Table 6.1: Compared systems and naming conventions.
is defined over both positive and negative training examples. To accommodate that we modify line 8 in
Alg. 7, and use the confidence score to select the top ranking examples as positive examples, and the bot-
tom ranking examples as negative examples. We use a linear kernel SVM with squared-hinge loss as the
underlying learning algorithm.
The second is a structured learning algorithm which considers learning as a ranking problem, i.e.,
finding a set of weightsw such that the “gold structure” will be ranked on top, preferably by a large margin
to allow generalization.The structured learning algorithm can directly use the top ranking predictions of
the model (line 8 in Alg. 7) as training data. In this case the underlying algorithm is a structural SVM with
squared-hinge loss, using hamming distance as the distance function. We use the cutting-plane method to
efficiently optimize the learning process’ objective function.
6.4 Experimental Settings
In this section we describe our experimental evaluation. We compare several confidence measures and
analyze their properties. Table 6.1 defines the naming conventions used throughout this section to refer to
the different models we evaluated. We begin by describing our experimental setup and then proceed to
describe the experiments and their results. For the sake of clarity we focus on the best performing models
(COMBINED using BIGRAM and PROPORTION) first and discuss other models later in the section.
In all our experiments we used the Geoquery dataset (Zelle and Mooney [1996]), consisting of U.S.
geography NL questions and their corresponding Prolog logical MR. We used the data split described in
(Clarke et al. [2010]), consisting of 250 queries for evaluation purposes. We compared our system to several
supervised models, which were trained using a disjoint set of queries. Our learning system had access only
to the NL questions, and the logical forms were only used to evaluate the system’s performance. We report
required to ensure that each sentence contributes equally to the binary learning problem regardless of its length.
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the proportion of correct structures (accuracy). Note that this evaluation corresponds to the 0/1 loss over
the predicted structures.
Initialization Our learning framework requires an initial weight vector as input. We use a straight forward
heuristic and provide uniform positive weights to three features. This approach is similar in spirit to previ-
ous works (Clarke et al. [2010]; Zettlemoyer and Collins [2007]). We refer to this system as INITIAL MODEL
throughout this section.
Competing Systems We compared our system to several other systems:
(1) PRED. SCORE: An unsupervised framework using the model’s internal prediction score (wTΦ(x,h,y))
for confidence estimation.
(2) ALL EXAMPLES: Treating all predicted structures as correct, i.e., at each iteration the model is trained
over all the predictions it made. The reported score was obtained by selecting the model at the training
iteration with the highest overall confidence score (see line 12 in Alg. 7).
(3) RESPONSE BASED: A natural upper bound to our framework is the approach used in (Clarke et al.
[2010]). While our approach is based on assessing the correctness os the model’s predictions according to
unsupervised confidence estimation, their framework is provided with external supervision for these deci-
sions, indicating if the predicted structures are correct.
(4) SUPERVISED: A fully supervised framework trained over 250 (x,y) pairs using structured SVM.
6.4.1 Results
Our experiments aim to clarify three key points:
(1) Can a semantic parser indeed be trained without any form of external supervision? this is our key
question, as this is the first attempt to approach this task with an unsupervised learning protocol.3 In order
to answer it, we report the overall performance of our system in table 6.2.
The manually constructed model INITIALMODEL achieves a performance of 0.22. We can expect learn-
ing to improve on this baseline. We compare three self-trained systems, ALL EXAMPLES, PREDICTION-
SCORE and COMBINED, which differ in their sample selection strategy, but all use confidence estimation
for selecting the final semantic parsing model. The ALL EXAMPLES approach achieves an accuracy score
of 0.656. PREDICTIONSCORE only achieves a performance of 0.164 using the binary learning algorithm
and 0.348 using the structured learning algorithm. Finally, our confidence-driven technique COMBINED
3While unsupervised learning for various semantic tasks has been widely discussed, this is the first attempt to tackle this task. We
refer the reader to Sec. 6.5 for further discussion of this point.
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achieved a score of 0.536 for the binary case and 0.664 for the structured case, the best performing models
in both cases. As expected, the supervised systems RESPONSE BASED and SUPERVISED achieve the best
performance.
These results show that training the model with training examples selected carefully will improve learn-
ing - as the best performance is achieved with perfect knowledge of the predictions correctness (RESPONSE
BASED). Interestingly the difference between the structured version of our system and that of RESPONSE
BASED is only 0.07, suggesting that we can recover the binary feedback signal with high precision. The low
performance of the PREDICTIONSCORE model is also not surprising, and it demonstrates one of the key
principles in confidence estimation - the score should be comparable across predictions done over different
inputs, and not the same input, as done in PREDICTIONSCORE model.
(2) How does confidence driven sample selection contribute to the learning process? Comparing the
systems driven by confidence sample-selection to the ALL EXAMPLES approach uncovers an interesting
tradeoff between training with more (noisy) data and selectively training the system with higher quality
examples. We argue that carefully selecting high quality training examples will result in better perfor-
mance. The empirical results indeed support our argument, as the best performing model (RESPONSE
BASED) is achieved by sample selection with perfect knowledge of prediction correctness. The confidence-
based sample selection system (COMBINED) is the best performing system out of all the self-trained sys-
tems. Nonetheless, the ALL EXAMPLES strategy performs well when compared to COMBINED, justifying a
closer look at that aspect of our system.
We argue that different confidence measures capture different properties of the data, and hypothesize
that combining their scores will improve the resulting model. In table6.3 we compare the results of the
COMBINED measure to the results of its individual components - PROPORTION and BIGRAM. We compare
these results both when using the binary and structured learning algorithms. Results show that using the
COMBINED measure leads to an improved performance, better than any of the individual measures, sug-
gesting that it can effectively exploit the properties of each confidence measure. Furthermore, COMBINED
is the only sample selection strategy that outperforms ALL EXAMPLES.
(3) Can confidence measures serve as a good proxy for the model’s performance? In the unsupervised
settings we study the learning process may not converge to an optimal model. We argue that by selecting
the model that maximizes the averaged confidence score, a better model can be found. We validate this
claim empirically in table 6.4. We compare the performance of the model selected using the confidence
score to the performance of the final model considered by the learning algorithm (see Sec. 6.1 for details).
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Algorithm Supervision Acc.
INITIAL MODEL — 0.222
SELF-TRAIN: (Structured)
PRED. SCORE — 0.348
ALL EXAMPLES — 0.656
COMBINED — 0.664
SELF-TRAIN: (Binary)
PRED. SCORE — 0.164
COMBINED — 0.536
RESPONSE BASED
BINARY 250 (binary) 0.692
STRUCTURED 250 (binary) 0.732
SUPERVISED
STRUCTURED 250 (struct.) 0.804
Table 6.2: Comparing our Self-trained systems with Response-based and supervised models. Results show that our










Table 6.3: Comparing COMBINED to its components BIGRAM and PROPORTION. COMBINED results in a better score
than any of its components, suggesting that it can exploit the properties of each measure effectively.
We also compare it to the best model achieved in any of the learning iterations.
Since these experiments required running the learning algorithm many times, we focused on the binary
learning algorithm as it converges considerably faster. In order to focus the evaluation on the effects of
learning, we ignore the initial model generated manually (INITIAL MODEL) in these experiments. In order
to compare models performance across the different iterations fairly, a uniform scale, such as UNIGRAM and
BIGRAM, is required. In the case of the COMBINED measure we used the BIGRAM measure for performance
estimation, since it is one of its underlying components. In the PRED. SCORE and PROPORTION models
we used both their confidence prediction, and the simple UNIGRAM confidence score to evaluate model
performance (the latter appear in parentheses in table 6.4).
Results show that the over overall confidence score serves as a reliable proxy for the model performance
- using UNIGRAM and BIGRAM the framework can select the best performing model, far better than the
performance of the default model to which the system converged.
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Algorithm Best Conf. estim. Default
PRED. SCORE 0.164 0.128 (0.164) 0.134
UNIGRAM 0.52 0.52 0.4
BIGRAM 0.532 0.532 0.472
PROPORTION 0.504 0.27 (0.504) 0.44
COMBINED 0.536 0.536 0.328
Table 6.4: Using confidence to approximate model performance. We compare the best result obtained in any of the
learning algorithm iterations (Best), the result obtained by approximating the best result using the averaged prediction
confidence (Conf. estim.) and the result of using the default convergence criterion (Default). Results in parentheses are
the result of using the UNIGRAM confidence to approximate the model’s performance.
6.5 Related Work
The difficulty of providing the required supervision motivated learning approaches using weaker forms
of supervision. The works of (Chen and Mooney [2008]; Liang et al. [2009]; Branavan et al. [2009]; Titov
and Kozhevnikov [2010]) ground NL in an external world state directly referenced by the text. The NL
input in our setting is not restricted to such grounded settings and therefore we cannot exploit this form of
supervision. Recent work (Clarke et al. [2010]; Liang et al. [2011]) suggest using response-based learning
protocols, which alleviate some of the supervision effort. This work takes an additional step in this direction
and suggest an unsupervised protocol.
Other approaches to unsupervised semantic analysis (Poon and Domingos [2009]; Titov and Klementiev
[2011]) take a different approach to semantic representation, by clustering semantically equivalent depen-
dency tree fragments, and identifying their predicate-argument structure. While these approaches have
been applied successfully to semantic tasks such as question answering, they do not ground the input in a
well defined output language, an essential component in our task.
Our unsupervised approach follows a self training protocol (Yarowsky [1995]; McClosky et al. [2006];
Reichart and Rappoport [2007a]) enhanced with constraints restricting the output space (Chang et al. [2007,
2009]). A Self training protocol uses its own predictions for training. We estimate the quality of the predic-
tions and use only high confidence examples for training. This selection criterion provides an additional
view, different than the one used by the prediction model. Multi-view learning is a well established idea,
implemented in methods such as co-training (Blum and Mitchell [1998]).
Quality assessment of a learned model output was explored by many previous works (see Caruana
and Niculescu-Mizil [2006] for a survey), and applied to several NL processing tasks such as syntactic
parsing (Reichart and Rappoport [2007b]; Yates et al. [2006]), machine translation (Ueffing and Ney [2007]),
speech (Koo et al. [2001]), relation extraction (Rosenfeld and Feldman [2007]), IE (Culotta and McCallum
[2004]), QA (Chu-Carroll et al. [2003]) and dialog systems (Lin and Weng [2008]).
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In addition to sample selection we use confidence estimation as a way to approximate the overall quality
of the model and use it for model selection. This use of confidence estimation was explored in (Reichart
et al. [2010]), to select between models trained with different random starting points. In this work we
integrate this estimation deeper into the learning process, thus allowing our training procedure to return
the best performing model.
6.6 Conclusions
We introduced an unsupervised learning algorithm for semantic parsing, the first for this task to the best
of our knowledge. To compensate for the lack of training data we use a self-training protocol, driven
by unsupervised confidence estimation. We demonstrate empirically that our approach results in a high
preforming semantic parser and show that confidence estimation plays a vital role in this success, both by
identifying good training examples as well as identifying good over all performance, used to improve the
final model selection.
In this work we provided several intuitive confidence measures, and showed that combining them help
capture different aspects of the correct distribution of the correct predictions. This could be extended to





Learning from natural instructions is designed as a ubiquitous communication framework between an
automated agent and a human instructor, allowing the human teacher to communicate his knowledge over
a broad range of tasks and applications. This emphasizes the need for a semantic interpreter that can
interpret instructions for more than a single domain. Since we tie the process of language learning with
task learning (e.g., learning to interpret instructions of card game rules as a by-product of learning to play
cards) this requirement can be phrased as learning an interpreter that can generalize to inputs beyond the
specific task it was trained on. In the previous chapters discussing LNI for card games we test the ability of
the agent to generalize along two lines – (1) New game scenarios, which tests whether the learned game-
rule can generalize to new game states, and more relevant to this discussion, (2) New tasks, which tests
whether learned interpreter can generalize to new tasks defined over the same set of domain symbols.
In this chapter we take a first step towards constructing a semantic interpreter that can leverage the
model learned in one domain, and use it in a different domain. This is not a straight forward objective
– the domain specific nature of semantic interpretation, as described in the current literature, does not
allow for an easy move between domains. For example, an agent trained for the task of understanding
card game descriptions will not be of any use when it will be given a sentence describing robotic soccer
instructions. The obvious question therefore is whether the semantic interpretation process can be changed
to accommodate an easier transition between domains.
In order to answer this question a closer look at the interpretation model is needed. When given a natu-
ral language sentence, the interpretation process breaks the sentence into a set of interdependent decisions
which rely on an underlying representation mapping words to symbols, and syntactic patterns into com-
positional decisions. This representation takes into account domain specific information and is therefore of
little use when moving to a different domain. In order to facilitate an easier transition between domains,
domain-independent information has to be represented, such that when learned for one domain, it can be
reused in another. We suggest to represent this information by adding a domain-independent intermediate
layer capturing shallow simple semantic relations between the input sentence constituents.
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The key requirement from such a representation is to capture import semantic information, but without
relying on domain specific information. We suggest to use Semantic Roles Labels (SRL) as the hidden
representation (section 7.2 below describes the SRL task in more details). This representation assigns labels
carrying semantic information, that abstract over domain specific labels. Given an input sentence this
representation consists of assigning labels mapping the sentence to a structure capturing the predicate and
a list of typed arguments. The following example describes this representation -
Example 8. [SRL based hidden representation].
• Robocup Soccer Domain
”Pink11 kicks to Pink1”
[Pink11]ARG0 [kicks]PRED to [Pink1]ARG1
pass(pink11, pink1)
• Card Game domain
”Any top card can be moved to an empty freecell
Any [top card]ARG0 can be [moved]PRED to [an empty freecell]ARG1
move(c, f)← card(c) ∧ top(c, x) ∧ freecell(f) ∧ empty(f)
Example 8 demonstrates the key idea behind our representation in an idealized settings – two sentences
taken from two completely different domains, have a similar intermediate structure. In this case, the con-
stituents of the first sentence, taken from the Robocup domain (Chen and Mooney [2008]), are assigned SRL
labels – the word corresponding to a logical function is identified as a SRL predicate, and words associated
with the logical formula arguments are labeled as SRL arguments.
The SRL task relies on linguistic information alone, without using domain specific information, for
example, the predicate label assigned to the word “kick” indicates that this word is the predicate of the sen-
tence, not a specific domain predicate. Since these decisions can rely on domain-independent information,
when the same syntactic structures are repeated in a different domain the SRL labels can remain the same –
as is the case in example 8. The second sentence taken from a card game domain, however it has the same
SRL predicate-argument structure.
Our approach is guided by the observation that if after learning a model for the Robocup domain, the
SRL structure can be predicted reliably, then when moving to a different domain, this information can be
reused. In an ideal settings this information could be used directly – once the predicate argument structure
is identified only domain specific information at the lexical level is needed to complete the prediction and
generate the output formula.
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In practice however, these idealized settings may not hold as the domain representation may not corre-
spond in to the underlying SRL representation in the same way in the two domains. To clarify the problem
consider the following example -
Example 9. [Arguments mismatch across different domains ].
• Robocup Soccer Domain
”Pink11 kicks the ball to Pink1”
[Pink11]ARG0 [kicks]PRED [the ball]ARG2 to [Pink1]ARG1
pass(pink11, pink1)
• Robocup Soccer Domain VERBOSE
”Pink11 kicks the ball to Pink1”
[Pink11]ARG0 [kicks]PRED [the ball]ARG2 to [Pink1]ARG1
pass(pink11, pink1, ball)
In this case we consider two very close domains - Robocup soccer, and Robocup soccer VERBOSE. The
second domain is almost identical to the first, except for one difference, the domain language is more ex-
plicit and aligns perfectly with the predicate argument structure described in the text. In this example,
the SRL predicate argument structure of the sentence “Pink11 kicks the ball to Pink1”, aligns perfectly in the
Robocup VERBOSE case, as both the SRL and the logical predicate argument structure contain a predi-
cate and three arguments. The Robocup domain however, omits one of these arguments, since the logical
predicate takes only two arguments.
It is clear that the simple strategy suggested above, in which the SRL predictions should be mapped
directly will not work in this case, as the two domains differ. Furthermore, since the intermediate repre-
sentation is learned as a by product of the learning process for semantic interpretation, it is not clear
that an SRL model learned for the first domain will be able to recognize the additional argument that
does not correspond to the logical representation.
The key question that we study in this chapter is whether we can learn such an intermediate layer,
identifying shallow predicate-arguments relations in the input sentence, as a by-product of the semantic
interpretation learning process, which will generalize to new domains, defined over a different set of logical
symbols which may correspond differently to the text. The key requirement from such SRL predictor is to
not directly mirror the logical predicate-argument structure in the training domain, but rather learn these
relations more generally, to the extent it can assist in making prediction in a new domain.
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Note that this phenomenon in which the intermediate representation is strongly coupled with the out-
put prediction is not unique to our SRL model. Similarly, other semantic parsing models which learn a
semantic grammar (e.g., Synchronous Grammar Wong and Mooney [2007], or Combinatory Categorical
Grammar Zettlemoyer and Collins [2005]) learn an intermediate syntactic layer which does not capture
the syntax of the sentence in isolation, but rather syntactic patterns relevant and helpful for the syntactic
decision. This happens since the supervision driving grammar construction comes from logical forms, not
annotated semantic-parse-trees.
In order to test whether our SRL based intermediate layer suffers from the same problem we introduced
the Robocup VERBOSE domain, and test whether learning the SRL classifier on the Robocup domain,
which provides supervision for just a subset of the SRL arguments will help identify the arguments for
Robocup Verbose, treating success over the final prediction as an indication. In order to test this, when
moving to the new domain (Robocup VERBOSE) all Robocup specific information was erased, only the
parameters learned from the SRL predictor remained.
For example, the only information carried over between domains for the sentence ”Pink11 passes the
ball to Pink2”, would be a scoring function indicating which constituents are likely to be mapped to a SRL
predicate, and arguments, but not to any domain-specific ones. In the new domain, the logical predicate
will take three arguments. The contribution of the intermediate layer, if trained appropriately over the
previous domain, would be to identify which of the natural language constituents are likely to serve as
the arguments, according to their types. This information is acts as a filter over the set of possible logical
predicate-argument candidates, giving preference to verbs and noun phrases and taking into account their
position in the sentence.
In this chapter we suggest an initial model. We start by describing our working domain, Robocup (Chen
and Mooney [2008]) and learning in this domain, which is based on grounded language acquisition. Learn-
ing language mimics a human language acquisition scenario – the learner is exposed to a stream of precepts
(described symbolically), and a stream of sentences which describe these precepts. We introduce a learning
algorithm for these settings in section 7.1. We then move to describe our new intermediate representation
in section 7.2.
7.1 Learning Semantic Correspondence in Grounded Settings
In this section we consider the problem of grounded language acquisition. The settings to this problem
bears resemblance to its human language acquisition counterpart, in which the language learner is exposed
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Dataset Number of comments Number of events
Overall 1868 10657
2001 final 671 (520) 4003
2002 final 458 (376) 2223
2003 final 397 (320) 2113
2004 final 342 (323) 2318
Table 7.1: Properties of the Robocup domain taken from Chen and Mooney [2008]. The data consists of
pairs of the form (sentence, <event,..,event>), some of these pairs are noisy – not all natural language
comments are associated with the correct event. The numbers in parenthesis are the number of comments
that are paired with a set of events which includes the correct event.
to a stream of linguistic inputs and perceptual information. Language acquisition is essentially the process
of learning to align these two streams. We follow the set up suggested by (Chen and Mooney [2008])
and use the robocup sport casting data for this task. In this section we explain this work from a technical
perspective and suggest a discriminative, perceptron-based, learning algorithm for these settings.
7.1.1 Language Learning from Ambiguous Perceptual Data
The challenge of the language learner is to construct a mapping between natural language sentences de-
scribing robotic soccer scenes and precepts capturing these scenes, expressed in formal logic. From a tech-
nical perspective, language learning in these settings resembles semantic parsing. However, unlike the
previously discussed learning settings, there is no feedback function, but rather the learner has access to a
noisy training data, consisting of entries of the form (x, < y1, ..,yk >), where x is an input sentence and
yi is an event occurring roughly at the same time as x was uttered. This learning set up is described in
figure 3.1(c).
Initialization We initialize the model by taking statistics over the aligned data and computing p(y|x).
Given the training set {(x, < y1, ..,yk >)}, this is done by aligning every word in x to every logical symbol
appearing in every y that is aligned with it. The probability of a given matching (x,y) is simply computed as
the product of probabilities
∏n
i=1 p(yi|xi), where n is the number of entities appearing in the interpretation
y, and xi, yi is the word level matching to a logical symbol.
Learning Algorithm We propose a perceptron-based learning algorithm that is adapted to these settings.
Since the algorithm does not have access to annotated data, it has to generate its own training data. In
this learning scenario, the learner has a short list of candidate interpretations for each input sentence. The
learner picks the most likely output from that list, and the selected interpretation is used by the algorithm
as a gold structure. From that point, the algorithm is simply a latent structure perceptron, performing
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Algorithm 8 Grounded-Learning Perceptron
Require: Weakly aligned corpus C= {xl → {y1, ..,yk}}Nl=1,
1: Initialize w using C
2: repeat
3: for l = 1, . . . , N do
4: hˆ, yˆ = arg maxh,y∈C(x)w
TΦ(xl,h,y)
5: h,y = arg maxh,yw
TΦ(xl,h,y)
6: if yˆ 6= y then





mistake driven updates. Note that the algorithm runs the semantic inference procedure twice – the first
is a constrained form which restricts the space of possible outputs to the list of possible candidates and
the second is the regular semantic interpreter, not constrained to the short list of candidates. The training
procedure updates the model to take the same decisions as the constrained model without explicitly using
the constraints. Algorithm 8 describes the algorithm in more detail.
7.1.2 Evaluation
Given a natural language sentence and a set of several events, we evaluate the performance of this algo-
rithm by predicting an event that best corresponds to the sentence, this is typically reffered to as a matching
task. We perform 4-fold cross validation as described in Chen and Mooney [2008]. The results are summa-
rized in Table 7.2, where we compare our system to several perviously published results.
The best performing system, Kim and Mooney [2010], uses a generative model to learn in these noisy
settings. Their best performing system, appearing in parenthesis in table 7.2, combines two models – a
probabilistic model for matching an event to a sentence, and a model for strategic generation, capturing
the probability of comment generation given an event. Unlike our model that seeks to capture a deeper
representation of the predicate argument structure their generative model focuses on the event type alone,
rather than structural information. This approach is shown to be very effective, especially when combined
with additional information, the strategic generation model, which helps eliminate candidate events that
are not likely to be described at all.
The focus of our system is different; unlike Kim and Mooney [2010] which aim to optimize their model
for the event matching task, our model is constructed to capture structural properties, likely to repeat in
other domains. The model performs reasonably well, moving from a matching accuracy score of 0.69 of-





CHEN AND MOONEY [2008] 0.67
LIANG ET AL. [2009] 0.757
CHEN ET AL. [2010] 0.735 (0.793)
KIM AND MOONEY [2010] 0.832 (0.885)
Table 7.2: Results for the matching task over the Robocup data in Chen and Mooney [2008]. Several systems
are evaluated: INIT is the initial model without learning, LNI is our system, CHEN AND MOONEY [2008],
LIANG ET AL. [2009] CHEN ET AL. [2010] and KIM AND MOONEY [2010] are previously published sys-
tems. The number in parenthesis indicates a score obtained by combining several models. In CHEN ET AL.
[2010] the score was obtained by using the matching results of Liang et al. [2009] for initialization and in
KIM AND MOONEY [2010] this score was obtained by combining a model for strategic generation. See
section 7.1.2 for further discussion.
our learning algorithm. Although our model is not the state-of-the-art, it is able to outperform several
published systems as shown in table 7.2. Since our focus is to show an improvement across domains by
learning an intermediate layer abstracting over domain information, rather than overall performance, we
leave improvements to this algorithm as future work. The main claim supported by these experiments is
that the system is able to learn in these noisy settings. This model will serve as a baseline for our exper-
iments, in section 7.3, where we shall test whether learning using a rich intermediate layer contributes to
learning, and whether the learned model can assist the semantic prediction when moving to a new domain.
7.2 Semantic Roles as Intermediate Representation
Semantic Roles for Situated Language The task of Semantic Role Labeling (Gildea and Jurafsky [2002];
Carreras and Ma`rquez [2004]) can be described as answering the question ”who did what to whom” for a given
sentence. Answering this question amounts to making several interdependent decisions - identifying the
sentence predicate and its arguments, and classifying the arguments according to their roles. In our settings
we are concerned with abstracting over domain specific information and reduce the definition of the SRL
task accordingly. Our system classifies the predicate argument relations, where arguments can take up to
three labels (A0, A1, A2).
In the original definition of the PropBank and CoNLL shared task (Carreras and Ma`rquez [2004]), there
are six different types of arguments (A0-A5), each label having different semantic based on the specific
predicate they are attached to, as defined in the PropBank.
In this work we take a different approach and use the semantics dictated by the domain’s ontology
to determine the meaning of the different argument labels. Given a domain function symbol, we assume
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that each argument corresponds to a part of an external world scene, and its thematic role is determined
according to that. For example consider the pair appearing in example 8 - ”Pink11 kicks to Pink1” and
pass(pink11, pink1), we assume that the function pass(·, ·) takes two arguments, the first describing the
player initiating the action, and the second describing the recipient. The semantics of the thematic roles
assigned to arguments corresponds to this meaning, and should be consistent along all argument labels
for that predicate type. To clarify that point consider the following example - ”Pink1 received the ball from
Pink11”, in this case although the sentence has a different syntactic structure, the argument labels should
stay the same, capturing the fact that Pink11 was the initiator of the action (i.e., labeled as A0), and that
Pink1 was the recipient (i.e., labeled as A1).
Semantic Role Classifier The SRL classifier takes as input a sentence, its part of speech tags and a shallow
parse representation (chunks) of the sentence. The classification process assigns a single label to each chunk
- a predicate, argument type or none.
Semantic Roles Features In order to determine the SRL label of a natural language constituent we use
the following set of features:
• Part of speech tag (POS(W,L)): the part of speech for a constituent W for a label prediction L.
• Noun ordering (NOUNORDER(S,W,L)): The occurrence (ordinal) number of a noun W in a sentence S,
for an argument label L (e.g., first noun out of two nouns).
• Verb position (VERBPOSITION(S,W,L)): The position of a constituent W in a sentence S, relative to the
verb (word labeled as a predicate), for an argument label L (e.g., before/after the verb).
• Lemmas of words appearing in the chunk (LEMMA(W,L)): The lemma of words appearing in a con-
stituent W, for a label L.
• First word of the chunk (FIRSTWORD(W,L)): The first word in a constituent W, for a label L (e.g., for
“The Pink goalie” FIRSTWORD(W,L) will generate a feature for the word “The”).
• Words appearing before and after the chunk (WINDOW(S,W,L)): a window of size one, around the
constituent W in sentence S, for a label L.
• Prepositions appearing before the chunk (PRECEDINGPREPOSITION(S,W,L)): activated if there is a
preposition preceding constituent W in sentence S, for a label L.(e.g., for a candidate argument la-
bel for the word “Pink11”, in “... to Pink11”, PRECEDINGPREPOSITION(S,W,L) will generate a feature
for the preposition “to”).
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In several works studying the SRL task (e.g., Punyakanok et al. [2008]) features derived from more
involved syntactic information are also used. However since we learn the SRL model as a by-product of
the learning process, without direct supervision we use a relatively small set of features. This approach has
been shown to be effective in recent works which a SRL predictor from ambiguous supervision (Connor
et al. [2011]).
Integrating SRL decisions into the model The new semantic inference decision is extended to include
this information:


















γc ·w3TΦ3(x, c) +
∑
c,d∈x,i∈{0,1,2}
δicd ·w4TΦ4(x, c, d, i) (7.1)
The new variables γ, δ are the new decision variables types capturing the SRL decision. The variable γ
is an indicator variable for predicate classification, and δ is an indicator variable for argument classification.
To ensure the consistency of classification we add the following constraints:
• Predicate decision and Argument decision consistency:
∀i, c, d ∈ x (γc → ¬δic,d)
∀i, c, d ∈ x (δic,d → γc)
• A sentence must have a predicate∑
c∈x γc=1
• Each label can only appear once
∀c, d ∈ x (∑i δic,d ≤ 1)
In addition to these variables we add new constraints tying these new variables to semantic interpre-
tation. In the ideal setting described above, we can have the two decision types be strongly coupled, that
is, a domain symbol is active if and only if an SRL label is active over the same word span. Unfortunately,
since these idealized settings do not hold we use a relaxed version of this constraint to bind the two models
together – if a domain symbol is identified in the logical interpretation, there has to be an SRL label active
over the same word span. In addition, we require that logical constants and unary relations be mapped to
arguments. It should be noted that this constraint essentially drives learning the SRL intermediate layer
in our settings, as the supervision for the logical layer forces an SRL layer decision.
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• ∀c, d ∈ x (β(c, d)→ δ(c, d))
The Robocup soccer VERBOSE domain In order to evaluate the SRL knowledge transfer settings, we
create a new domain Robocup soccer Verbose. This new domain was artificially created to test the ability
of the SRL intermediate layer to adapt to new domains in which the SRL predicate argument structure
align differently to the logical predicate argument structure. While in the original Robocup domain SRL
arguments were frequently left unmatched with a logical entity, in the Robocup soccer Verbose domain we
made sure that the two align perfectly. The two domains are described in Appendix B.
We obtain this domain by making a slight change to the Robocup domain, by automatically replacing
several predicates with their VERBOSE counter-part:
• Unary Predicates In the original Robocup domain several game events that involve several entities
were described using an unary predicate, implicitly conveying some information, or ignoring it all to-
gether. However, this information was usually expressed in the text describing the game. We replaced
these predicates with new predicates in the VERBOSE domain, such that the new predicates will ex-
plicitly take all these argument. For example, these include stop(ball) in addition to ballstopped,
playmode(offside l, Pink) instead of playmode(offside l).
• Binary Predicates Binary predicates, describe events involving several participants. In some cases
we used several variations of the same predicate, with different number of arguments, this include
predicates such as pass(player1, player2) that was extended to pass(player1, player2, ball) and
steal(player1), that had two variants -steal(player1, player2, ball) and steal(player1, ball).
7.3 Evaluation
In our evaluation we aim to answer two key question: first, how does the new representation impact
learning? The lexical model originally used was designed to construct a simple model in which it is easier to
learn in the noisy supervision setting we work in. The basic question is therefore is this a good representation
for learning in the settings?
In order to answer this question we evaluate and compare the performance of a system trained with a
lexical representation to a system trained with the SRL intermediate representation.
Second, can this representation facilitate learning when moving to a new domain? As described in
Example 9 the mapping between SRL labels and domain specific labels may differ between domains; in
some cases not all SRL arguments will be mapped to a domain symbol. Since the learning the SRL model is
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completely driven by feedback obtained by the domain prediction, it is very likely to shape the SRL labels
prediction accordingly.
The question therefore is will the intermediate layer learned in this process be useful for a new domain?
We compare the performance of several system, The systems use the training procedure described in
section 7.1) for the Robocup domain, and the initialization procedure for the Robocup VERBOSE domain.
• R(L): A system trained over Robocup data using a Lexical model. This model is similar to the model
used for Geoquery, described in chapter 4.
• R(S) : A system trained over Robocup data using SRL as an intermediate model.
• RV(SR): A system making predictions over the Robocup VERBOSE domain, using an SRL intermedi-
ate layer learned over the Robocup domain.
• RV(L): A system making predictions over the Robocup VERBOSE domain, using a lexical intermedi-
ate layer.
The results are summarized in Table 7.3. These results show that using SRL as a hidden representa-
tion contributes significantly compared to the lexical representation. This shows that representing shallow
semantic information at the sentence level, and integrating this information into the model can help the se-
mantic interpretation decision. Our system now show competitive results to the system presented in ( Kim
and Mooney [2010]), which uses a much simpler representation. In their work the results of this system are
significantly improved when adding additional strategic-generation information, which can be considered
as a probabilistic filter for event types, we consider incorporating such information into our model as an
interesting direction for future work.
To answer the second question we design the following experiment: we train a system over Robocup
which uses the SRL intermediate layer (the R(S) system), and use it to make prediction in a new domain
(the RV(SR) system). In this case the intermediate SRL layer learned when training the R(S) system over
the Robocup domain can be separated from the domain specific model. Whem moving to the new domain,
Robocup VERBOSE, the parameters learned for the SRL model are saved, while the rest of the information
is erased. In order to observe the effect of the learned layer directly we use the system initialized from data
without learning, using the SRL predicate-argument information learned over Robocup, to predict these
relations for the Robocup VERBOSE domain.
The second result shows that the SRL representation learned over the first domain can assist making
prediction in the second domain. This demonstrates that the SRL model learned over very noisy supervi-







Table 7.3: Evaluating SRL as a hidden representation and its use to facilitate knowledge transfer between
domains. We compare several systems: Robocup using a lexical representation (R(L)), Robocup using
SRL representation (R(S)), Robocup Verbose using SRL trained on Robocup (RV(SR)) and Robocup Verbose
which uses a lexical representation. The parameters of both latter systems are obtained using probabilistic
initialization from data.
domain, which differs in the two domains. The key difference is the number of arguments used in each rep-
resentation. During training the SRL model receives feedback only for a several of the linguistic predicates
that appear in the input, the SRL system is able to generalize from the feedback to other argument deci-
sions by identifying the shallow syntactic patterns (such as location compared to the verb, part of speech
and proximity to a preposition). As a result the SRL model learned over Robocup improves performance
when making predictions over Robocup VERBOSE.
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we took a first step towards a new kind of generalization in semantic parsing: constructing
a model that is able to generalize to new domain, defined over a different set of predicates.
The proposed solution is to add an abstract layer to the prediction process, one that could be shared
by different domains. Although this adds to the complexity of the model, and therefore potentially makes
learning more difficult, this representation helps learning. This could be attributed to the fact that the
proposed intermediate layer is highly constrained and heavily biased by the semantic parsing decisions.
We show that the learned system produces an SRL predictor that can be used for other domains. The
improvement in results when using the SRL intermediate layer to make predictions in a new domain can
be attributed to intermediate layer’s ability to correctly identify the predicate argument structure. Recall
that only natural language constituents marked with SRL labels can be mapped to a logical symbol. The
SRL layer serves as a filter for candidates for the logical layer, thus helping to reduce ambiguity in the
noisy training data. The improvement achieved when moving to the new domain, Robocup VERBOSE,
is therefore an indication of the learned SRL predictor’s ability to capture the predict argument structure
correctly in the new domain, although several argument types were not observed in the original domain
(Robocup) over which the SRL predictor was trained.
The key issue discussed in this section is learning an intermediate representation driven by the logical
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output supervision, which may differ when moving between domains. We show that our model offers
some robustness, it is able to improve the semantic prediction in the new domain. This study however
was done is an idealized setting: the natural language sentences were identical in the two domains. This
introduces a different aspect of the difference between domains, the structure of the natural language input.
We hypothesize that our model will be robust when moving to a new domain which uses sentences with
similar syntactic structures. We leave this problem for future study. Note that in the LNI settings, in which
issuing commands or giving instructions are the common cases, moving between domains is likely to use
similar syntactic structures.
The proposed approach shares some similarities with domain adaptation. Domain adaptation is con-
cerned with finding a set of parameters that will generalize better to different (yet related) tasks, typically
by biasing the learning process to take into account the new domain. In this work we focus on represen-
tation adaptation, rather than domain adaptation. The connections between the two tasks could still be
exploited, for example, by treating the SRL learning task as a separate learning task share between multiple




Summary and Future Work
This work could be considered a feasibility study of LNI, taking into account both the challenges emerging
from such a learning framework, and recent advances in semantic parsing and the application of machine
learning techniques to natural language processing problems.
We identified semantic interpretation as the key bottleneck in LNI. This is hardly surprising – semantic
interpretation is one of the major problems in all fields involving the study of human languages. In this
work we take a much more modest goal than solving the problem of semantic interpretation and limit our
research questions to the problem of semantic interpretation in LNI: knowledge communication via natural
language, in a restricted, task-oriented domain. Our work studies interpretation through this perspective,
and focuses on methods that help facilitate the construction of semantic interpreters and minimize human
involvement in this process.
We frame the problem of semantic interpretation as a structured prediction problem, a well studied
learning framework, used in many NLP learning domains. Under this definition, our intention to minimize
human involvement in the semantic interpretation process becomes concrete – we suggest several machine
learning approaches that require considerably less annotation effort, and a semantic interpretation model
relying on lexical and shallow semantic knowledge that helps the learner to share information when mov-
ing between different semantic interpretation domains. Since current models treat learning a new domain
as a completely separate learning problem, requiring the learning process to start from scratch, this model
helps minimize the effort of moving between domains.
From a machine learning perspective our work dealing with minimizing the supervision effort falls
under the body of work dealing with weakly supervised structured learning. We discuss several learning
scenarios.
Response Driven Learning A novel learning framework in which learning is driven by a supervision
signal obtained from an external environment. The signal does not provide direct feedback for the semantic
interpretation decisions, but rather an overall judgment for the entire semantic prediction. For example,
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in the case of database queries, interpreting the natural language question correctly results in the correct
answer to the query. Identifying this fact is easy – it only requires a human annotator to look up the answers
to a question, a considerably easier task than annotating question with logical forms corresponding to
database queries. The remaining question is how to use this type of feedback?
The ease of obtaining this type of supervision signal comes at the cost of the information contained in
it. From a machine learning perspective, this can be thought of as a structured learning using a binary
feedback instead of the annotated structures required.
We suggest a light-weight interpretation model that is less dependent on extracting information from
annotated structures and suggest several algorithms to learn in these settings. In addition, we show how to
make up for missing data using external linguistic knowledge resources. Interestingly, we show empirically
that using this type of annotation results in a model performing competitively to a fully supervised model.
Unsupervised Learning for Semantic Interpretation We also suggest an unsupervised approach for se-
mantic parsing. Our approach uses a self-training training protocol, selectively using the model’s self-
predictions for retraining the model. Our training procedure is driven by unsupervised confidence estima-
tion, a measure for assigning scores to the model’s predictions. We estimate a confidence score for each
prediction and use only the top ranking one to train the model.
The confidence estimation is also done in an unsupervised way, by taking statistics over patterns ap-
pearing in the current model predictions. We focus on simple, repeating patterns that can provide reliable
estimation of correctness. Note that these patterns are different than the ones used for making the actual
prediction, thus providing an additional view of the data, which is not captured by the model making the
prediction.
We are able to show the robustness of our confidence estimation in several ways: first, we use it for
selecting self-annotated training examples when training the model. We show that using this approach we
are able to improve the performance of a self training protocol. Second, we use it to estimate the overall
quality of the model: in this case we use the averaged confidence of all the predictions made by the model,
and show that a higher score correlates with better performance.
Sharing Information Across Multiple Domains Finally, we follow the intuition that although semantic
interpretation is defined over a set of symbols specific to a single domain, it should have domain indepen-
dent characteristics. These characteristics could be exploited and reused when moving between different
domains, each defined over a different set of symbols used as an output language.
In order to pursue this direction, we focus our attention to the question of semantic representation, or
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more precisely, how to find a representation that can be adapted to a different domain, other than the one
it was trained over.
We follow the intuition that certain aspect of this process are domain-independent, and suggest a learning
representation that is based on recovering abstract predicate-argument relations in the input sentence. In
an idealized setting, the only step required on top of that would be grounding the predicate-argument
structure in the domain’s set of symbols. We suggest a learning algorithm to learn this abstract structure
jointly with the semantic interpretation task, treating it as an extension of the intermediate layer.
There are good reasons for learning this representation as an intermediate layer – it saves the effort
of annotating data for learning to make predictions at the intermediate level, and also conceptually, this
prediction should not be treated as an independent task, but rather one that supports the final prediction.
However, learning it as an intermediate layer, driven by the learning process for a specific domain, biases
the intermediate layer to support the final output decisions for that specific domain. This could hinder
our efforts to learn an abstract domain-independent layer, since the domain-dependent bias introduced
during training might prevent it from generalizing, and supporting decisions in new domains. We show
that although the model is sensitive to the specific output domain used it is still reusable by other domains.
8.1 Limitations and Future Work
The key research motivation guiding this work is LNI - a framework for communicating knowledge to
computer systems using natural language. We identified semantic interpretation as the bottleneck for this
task and discussed machine learning solutions for this problem. We limited our examination of LNI to
these settings and showed that it is possible to communicate rules expressed symbolically, with varying
degree of success based on their difficulty. Many of the assumptions we took in these settings could be
relaxed, resulting in further research directions.
This section reviews several ideas for extending work described in this thesis work. In some sense it
serves a dual purpose, discussing both relevant ways to extend this work but also describing the boundaries
of this work. This discussion will be done according to the different aspects of LNI, we shall start by
explaining the limitations, or boundaries of the current work and suggest possible future directions that
could help in pushing those boundaries further.
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8.1.1 Scope of Natural Language Interpretation
In this work we followed the body of work on semantic parsing, which assumes that there exists a mapping
between natural language constituents and logical symbols, and that the meaning of phrases can be recov-
ered by composing their meaning. This assumption is true for many domains, where the natural language
and domain representation align well, such as database systems an game playing scenarios. When moving
to more complicated domains, these assumptions may no longer hold.
In order to get a better understanding of the gap between the scope of semantic interpretation discussed
in this work and the general settings of natural language semantic interpretation, consider the following
examples–
Example 10. Open Domain vs. Close Domain
• Open Domain Example (Wikipedia excerpt)
- NL Input:
“Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, Obama is a graduate of Columbia University and Harvard Law School, where he
was president of the Harvard Law Review.”
- Logical Output:
born(obama, Honolulu) graduate(obama, columbia) graduate(obama, harvard law)
president(obama, harvard law review)
• Closed Domain Example (Geographic Query)
- NL Input:
“How many states does the Colorado river run through?”
- Logical Output:
count(state(traverse(river(const(colorado)))))
The first example is a Wikipedia excerpt discussing Barak Obama, paired with a meaning representation
that captures the facts expressed in the text. The second is taken from the Geoquery domain, consisting of
natural language questions about geographical facts, paired with a database query. At a first glance it
might not be clear why interpreting sentences of the first kind is more difficult than the second, to a human
reader both sentences are immediately clear. Moreover, longer sentences of the second type, expressing a
precise information need, could even be harder to interpret, and might require a human reader to backtrack
several times until the information requirement expressed in the sentence would be completely clear. As a
striking example of that kind of sentences consider the question – “what is the most populous state out of the
states that border the state with the longest river?” Nonetheless, most current semantic parsers would be able
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to handle such questions quite well, while relatively simple sentences such as the one in the above example
still present a serious challenge.
There are several reasons why the first sentence is more difficult. The most intuitive one is the set of
output symbols used. In the Geoquery domain these symbols are used to define a relational database,
which typically consists of a relatively small set entities and relations. In the open domain example, the
origin of the output language is not clear; the database of reference could be a list of Wikipedia topics, or
even a more comprehensive knowledge base.
Even if we just restrict the set of output symbols to the ones used for the sentence interpretation, the
first example is still more difficult. Consider the alignment between the two logical forms depicted in
figure 8.1. In the Geoquery example (figure 8.1(b)) this alignment maps a single word to a single entity. In
Geoquery and similar database domains this correspondence occurs frequently. This happens both because
the conceptual decomposition of the domain into database entities aligns well with lexical items, but also
because this alignment appears explicitly in the text– each logical entity can typically be traced back to a
distinct word.
When moving away from such structured settings, this correspondence no longer exists. For example,
in the first example (8.1(a)) the entity obama is used four times, however there is a single occurrence of
the word “Obama” in the text. From a cognitive perspective specifying the entity each time it is used is
wasteful and redundant. From an automated semantic interpretation perspective this requires making non-
trivial inferences identifying correctly the elliptical constructions (e.g., “Born in Honolulu”) and anaphoric
expressions (e.g., “he was the president”).
The key question that we try to answer in this section is how to quantify interpretation difficulty. We
limit our discussion to LNI-like settings, in which the goal is to communicate knowledge to a computer
system. Other currently unsolved aspects of natural language interpretation that require deeper cognitive
abilities such as understanding humor and sarcasm, or making pragmatic inferences lie beyond the scope
of this discussion.
The difficulty of scaling semantic interpretation to more complex domains could be broken down to
three main aspects, a linguistic aspect (input complexity), a formal meaning representation aspect (com-
plexity of the set of output symbols) and the alignment between the two. In the domains described in this
work, and in the field in general, all three aspects are relatively simple: the natural language input uses
a limited vocabulary, the output language is defined over a closed and well defined set of predicates, and
mapping between the two can almost always be done at a lexical level. Each one of these aspects represents
a restriction on the degree of freedom of the human-machine interaction.
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While finding a generalized solution for semantic interpretation of open-domain language is beyond
the scope of a single work, some advances tackling more complicated expressions could be made. In this




Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, Obama is a graduate of Columbia University and Harvard Law School, where he was president of the Harvard Law Review. 
born(obama,honolulu) graduate(obama,columbia) graduate (obama, harvard_law) president(obama,harvard_law_review)




How many states does the Colorado river run through? 
count (state ( traverse (river ( const( colorado)))))
(b) A geoquery database language example.
Figure 8.1: Two example of semantic interpretation, of varying difficulty. The first is an example of open-
domain interpretation, taken from a wikipedia article about President Obama, the second is an example
of a geographical query. The differences between these two examples, and the difficulty they present, are
discussed in section 8.1.1
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8.1.2 Natural Language Input
Vocabulary The domains described in this work are defined over a limited vocabulary. The first and
most immediate obstacle of scaling up semantic parsing is dealing with a larger vocabulary. In the example
above (figure 8.1(a)), the relation graduate(obama, columbia) is described using a noun pattern, “a graduate
of”, this could be replaced by a verb “graduated”, a completely different term “his alma mater” or “received
his degree”. In general, identifying how relations and entities will be referenced is hard to predict, and since
language is a dynamic entity, these references change over time.
From a technical perspective, working with a larger vocabulary results in a larger model with more
parameters, requiring substantially more training data. In our work we took a first step towards dealing
with this problem by adding an external knowledge resource, WordNet. This resource allowed us to ap-
proximate the relations between known words which appeared as input in previous semantic predictions,
and previously unseen words. Using this resource is a noisy substitute for annotated data.
Syntactic Complexity and Discourse Structure Representation Making compositional decisions is typ-
ically considered to be driven by the syntactic structure of the sentence (e.g., Montague [1970]). However
when observing the features and resources study done over the geoquery dataset (section 5.1.8), the con-
tribution of this information to the overall success of the interpretation process is limited. This suggests
that the natural language sentences used in this domain are of limited complexity, and as can be seen in
figure 8.1(b), the compositional decisions involved in constructing the correct output correspond to word-
order, or are heavily constrained by the predicate argument types.
When moving to a sentence with more complex structure this information has to be represented and
used, in order to generate the correct output. In example 8.1(a) the syntactic structure is more complex.
Handling such sentences correctly require dealing with several phenomena such as ellipsis, anaphora res-
olution, plural and more. There has been a little work dealing with more complex natural language inputs.
In (Zettlemoyer and Collins [2009]) the authors present a context dependent interpretation model, captur-
ing a larger discourse context and using it in the interpretation process.
Non-Grammatical Input and Disfluency The natural language input described in this work is fluent and
clear, which is typical of text, as opposed to spoken language which contains repetitions and disfluencies.
In the context of LNI, motivated by human computer communication, online speech acts are an important
component, these however are often noisy and contain non-grammatical expressions. Consider for example
the following sentence - “Kick the ball to the left player. Hmmm, no, the right one”. In this case the speaker
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corrects the command while speaking. A different example could be “Kick the ball to the left player, number
12, the one in the back”. In this case the speaker makes several references to the same player, using different
attributes of the player and the field. A simple model, relying on a one-to-one mapping between text and
meaning representation will not be able to correctly identify that the expression refers to a single entity.
8.1.3 Domain Meaning Representation Language
Moving Towards Open Domain Interpretation Most semantic parsing domains currently studied map
natural language sentences to a small set of symbols. This makes the interpretation process considerably
easier as it reduces ambiguity. For example, the word “bank” is a polysemous word, identifying the correct
sense of the word requires understanding and representing the context in which it appears, its POS tag etc.
However, when working with financial data, the polysemy is essentially nonexistent, as only one sense of
the word is used.
In order to allow semantic interpretation to scale to realistic settings, a large comprehensive domain
is needed. Several such real world domains exist, for example, Freebase (Krishnamurthy and Mitchell
[2012]) and Wikipedia (Ratinov et al. [2011]) were both used as external knowledge bases providing a list of
concepts to which NL constituent could be grounded. Using this type of knowledge bases makes parsing
more complex, but also provides more information to the interpretation process, as concepts are often
organized hierarchically according to specified categories, with connections and links to other relevant
concepts.
Identifying and Reusing Structure in Output Domain In this work we discuss cross domain transfer
learning at the intermediate layer: a layer dedicated to learning abstract representation of meaning that can
be shared across several domains. A different form of information sharing across domains is to use symbols
learned in one domain in another domain by altering the original meaning according to the new domain
language. Consider for example the sentence - “The color of the cards should alternate”, The term “alternating
colors” refers to a condition about repetitive patterns in the color of cards. The sentence “The processes should
alternate”, describes a condition about scheduling policies of computer processes. While the meaning of the
two sentences is different, the meaning of the term “alternate” is similar in both domains, but rather it is
attached to different items.
In this example, a function symbol alternate(·, ·) which takes in function symbols as arguments would
allow us to capture this similarity: alternate(card(·), color(·)) for one domain, and for the other
alternate(process(·), runTime(·)). In general, using a representation that maps terms to higher order
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functions would allow expressing this similarity.
Symbolic Atoms vs. Real World Atoms Our setup for LNI considers only symbolic representations of the
domain. The external world is limited to a small set of function and entities, and language understanding
is the process of grounding natural language in these set of symbols. In many realistic settings the external
environment is not so easily accessible, and moving from a real world sensory input to an internal symbolic
representation is not a deterministic and precise step. There has been some work dealing with real world
agents taking natural language commands and responding to it, most recently (Matuszek et al. [2012]) has
considered learning vision classifiers and grounding them as symbolic atoms in language interpretation, in
a learning settings related to response-based learning.
8.1.4 The Correspondence Between Natural and Domain Representation Languages
Representation Languages Mismatch Given a natural language sentence, the assumption guiding in-
terpretation is that there is an almost perfect alignment between the output representation and natural
language constituents. This assumption does not hold in many cases, consider for example the sentence -
“Player1 and Player2 passed the ball repeatedly”, this sentence succinctly describes a series of events, for ex-
ample – pass(p1, p2), pass(p2, p1), pass(p1, p2). In this case, there is no such alignment, and even worse,
the natural language sentence does not describe a specific scene, but rather several possibilities of scenes
(in which the two players pass the ball a varying number of times).
A similar scenario will be encountered when the level of granularity in event representation does not
align between the natural language and logical output language. For example, when using a term de-
scribing several low level actions in the logical output language – “Make the dough” may not correspond
directly to a single predicate make(dough) in the output representation, but rather involves a series of steps
(mixing flour, eggs, etc.), which are not described by this sentence directly.
These scenarios are likely to repeat frequently, as human tend to use language intelligently and suc-
cinctly, resorting to short descriptions encoding the relevant information implicitly. Relaxing the strong
alignment requirement as described above, would make learning more complex but would allow dealing
with such cases. In some cases, such as the first example, the semantic interpretation model needs to make a
relatively small accommodation, to capture repetition. The second example call for a deeper representation
of the domain and the outcome of interactions.
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8.1.5 The Human Factor
In LNI the role of a human teacher was limited to providing response based feedback. The alternative, su-
pervised learning, is far more demanding to the human teacher, a fact motivating our approach. Nonethe-
less, the role of human teaching could be extended to provide a more meaningful feedback to the learner,
both in terms of supervision, the representation used for learning, and the way to information is presented
to the automated student. The need for a deeper form of human involvement becomes more important as
the learned tasks become more complex, and cannot be expressed directly and succinctly.
Curriculum Learning The notion of curriculum learning (Bengio et al. [2009]) has been studied in the
machine learning literature, mostly as a training regime that provides increasingly more difficult training
examples to the learner, thus allowing it to learn simple concepts first and then move to more complicated
ones. This idea applies in these settings as well. When teaching an agent knowledge about a new domain,
a structured hierarchical learning curriculum can be applied. Consider for example the card game domain,
a curriculum starting with simple concepts such as cards and their properties could be taught first, along
with the relevant lexical information required to describe them. This approach will make learning compli-
cated concepts easier both from an application perspective (more complicated concepts), and a semantic
interpretation perspective (more complicated NL rules).
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Appendix A
The Robocup and Robocup VERBOSE
Domains
A.1 Robocup
This section contains the domain representation language used in the Robocup domain, as published by
Chen and Mooney [2008].
*n:Player→ ( pink1 )
*n:Player→ ( pink2 )
*n:Player→ ( pink3 )
*n:Player→ ( pink4 )
*n:Player→ ( pink5 )
*n:Player→ ( pink6 )
*n:Player→ ( pink7 )
*n:Player→ ( pink8 )
*n:Player→ ( pink9 )
*n:Player→ ( pink10 )
*n:Player→ ( pink11 )
*n:Player→ ( purple1 )
*n:Player→ ( purple2 )
*n:Player→ ( purple3 )
*n:Player→ ( purple4 )
*n:Player→ ( purple5 )
*n:Player→ ( purple6 )
*n:Player→ ( purple7 )
*n:Player→ ( purple8 )
*n:Player→ ( purple9 )
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*n:Player→ ( purple10 )
*n:Player→ ( purple11 )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick off l )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick off r )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick in l )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick in r )
*n:Playmode→ ( play on )
*n:Playmode→ ( offside l )
*n:Playmode→ ( offside r )
*n:Playmode→ ( free kick l )
*n:Playmode→ ( free kick r )
*n:Playmode→ ( corner kick l )
*n:Playmode→ ( corner kick r )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal kick l )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal kick r )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal l )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal r )
*n:S→ ( playmode ( *n:Playmode ) )
*n:S→ ( ballstopped )
*n:S→ ( turnover ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( kick ( *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( pass ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( badPass ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( defense ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( steal ( *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( block ( *n:Player ) )
A.2 Robocup VERBOSE
This section contains the domain representation language used in the Robocup VERBOSE domain de-
scribed in this work.
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*n:Player→ ( pink1 )
*n:Player→ ( pink2 )
*n:Player→ ( pink3 )
*n:Player→ ( pink4 )
*n:Player→ ( pink5 )
*n:Player→ ( pink6 )
*n:Player→ ( pink7 )
*n:Player→ ( pink8 )
*n:Player→ ( pink9 )
*n:Player→ ( pink10 )
*n:Player→ ( pink11 )
*n:Player→ ( purple1 )
*n:Player→ ( purple2 )
*n:Player→ ( purple3 )
*n:Player→ ( purple4 )
*n:Player→ ( purple5 )
*n:Player→ ( purple6 )
*n:Player→ ( purple7 )
*n:Player→ ( purple8 )
*n:Player→ ( purple9 )
*n:Player→ ( purple10 )
*n:Player→ ( purple11 )
*n:Team→ ( Pink )
*n:Team→ ( Purple )
*n:Ball→ ( Ball )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick off l )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick off r )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick in l )
*n:Playmode→ ( kick in r )
*n:Playmode→ ( play on )
*n:Playmode→ ( offside l )
*n:Playmode→ ( offside r )
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*n:Playmode→ ( free kick l )
*n:Playmode→ ( free kick r )
*n:Playmode→ ( corner kick l )
*n:Playmode→ ( corner kick r )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal kick l )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal kick r )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal l )
*n:Playmode→ ( goal r )
*n:S→ ( playmode ( *n:Playmode ) )
*n:S→ ( playmode ( *n:Playmode,*n:Team ) )
*n:S→ ( ballstopped )
*n:S→ ( stop (*n:Ball) )
*n:S→ ( turnover ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( turnover ( *n:Player , *n:Player , *n:Ball ) )
*n:S→ ( kick ( *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( kick ( *n:Player , *n:Ball ) )
*n:S→ ( pass ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( pass ( *n:Player , *n:Player , *n:Ball ) )
*n:S→ ( badPass ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( defense ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( steal ( *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( steal ( *n:Player , *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( steal ( *n:Player, *n:Ball ) )
*n:S→ ( steal ( *n:Player, *n:Player , *n:Ball ) )
*n:S→ ( block ( *n:Player ) )
*n:S→ ( block ( *n:Player , *n:Ball) )
*n:S→ ( block ( *n:Player , *n:Player) )
*n:S→ ( block ( *n:Player , *n:Player, *n:Ball) )
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Appendix B
Detailed Review of Features Extraction
In this appendix we review in detail the feature representation used for learning a semantic interpreter.
The purpose of this review is to provide the reader with exact definitions of the feature functions used in
this work and the way these function were implemented. The starting point of this review is the Learning-
Based Java (LBJ) feature extraction script provided in section B.2. The LBJ script defines two classifiers,
feature extractors, mapping programming objects representing first-order (α) decisions, and second-order
(β) decisions, into feature vectors. The specific feature functions called by the LBJ script are implemented in
code. We describe the class-relationship in figure B.1, and the specific feature functions used in section B.1.
We begin our review by providing a brief description of two resources used in implementing this process:
the LBJ framework, and the curator.
Learning Based Java (LBJ) is a modeling language, designed and implemented to allow rapid develop-
ment of learning and inference systems. The LBJ programming language provides powerful learning and
inference tools and a feature extraction language. For further details the reader is referred to (Rizzolo and
Roth [2010]).
The Curator is a server framework for managing multiple natural language processing components. The
Curator framework provides a unified access to data structures holding the results of NLP processing.
When used in conjunction with Edison, an NLP software library, the combined framework offers additional
functionality, including such elements as caching of processing results, unified multi-view representation
and useful tools to query these views. In our implementation of the feature functions, we use this server
based system to provide us with linguistic annotation for feature extractions. For further details the reader
is referred to (Clarke et al. [2012]).
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B.1 Feature Functions
Lexical Features These feature capture properties of mapping between a word and a logical domain ob-
ject. Some of these features depend on a lexicon, mapping words to predicate symbols, that is constructed
incrementally during training.
• StemGlossMatch(w,p) Does the stem of a word w match an entry for p in the initial lexicon? (new
feature for every predicate).
• StemPredicateGlossMatch(w,p) Does the stem of a word w match a lexicon item for p? (new feature
for every word, predicate pair).
• LearnLexiconGlossMatch(w,p) Does the stem of a word w match an entry for p in the learned lexicon?
(new feature for every predicate).
• LexiconGlossMatchCho(w,p) Does the stem of a word w match an entry for p in the learned lexicon?
(new feature for every word, predicate pair).
• StemmedGlossAndContextMatch(w,p,s) Does the stem of a word w match a lexicon item for p and a
word in the window around w in the input sentence s match another lexicon item? (New feature for
each predicate pair).
• NullPredicateMatch(w) Does the word w match a null predicate? (two features, one for null-predicate
mapping to lexicon items, and one for non-lexicon items).
• WNSimGloss(w,p) What is the highest WNSim score assigned to w and any of the lexicon items for
p? (single numeric feature).
• PrepositionContext(w,p,s) Does w match a lexicon entry for p and is a preposition in a window around
w in s? (new feature for ever predicate and context word pair).
Example 11. The following example describes an input sentence and the lexical features that will be extracted for a
given output.
Input: “How many people live in Texas?”
Output: population(const(texas))
Assume the following alignments: (“population”,population), (“Texas”,const(texas)), and that both
words appear in the initial lexicon for their corresponding logical items, and also the mapping (“many”,
count) appears in the lexicon.
The following features will be extracted for the first alignment: StemGlossMatch(population),
StemPredicateGlossMatch(“population”,population), StemmedGlossAndContextMatch(count ,population).
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Feature Type Feature Functions Feature Instantiation
1) Lexicon features StemGlossMatch New feature: each predicate. Initial Lexicon
StemPredicateGlossMatch New feature: each predicate+word. Initial Lexicon
StemGlossAndContextMatch New feature: each predicate pair.
LearnLexiconGlossMatch New feature: each predicate. Learned lexicon
LexiconGlossMatchCho New feature: each predicate+word. Learned lexicon
2) NullPredicate NullPredicateMatch New feature: lexicon,non-lexicon
3) WNSimilarity WNSimGloss Single numeric feature
4) PreposContext PrepositionContext New feature: each predicate+context location
5) DepeDistance DependencyDistance Single numeric feature
6) TopDistance HeadDistance Single numeric feature
HeadBigram New feature: each predicate
7) Bigram BigramPredicatesIO New feature: each ordered predicate pair
Table B.1: Detailed feature description table. The first column describes the feature type, the second de-
scribes the LBJ feature function implementing it, and the third describes how the feature was instantiated.
Compositional Features These features capture the properties of a compositional decision by taking into
account properties of the resulting logical structure and the syntactic structure of the words originating the
logical symbols.
• DependencyDistance(w1, w2,s) The distance between the nodes of w1 and w2 in the dependency tree
of s. The distance is normalized by the length of the input sentence. (single numeric feature).
• HeadDistance(w,s) If w is aligned with the head predicate, what is the index of w in s? (single numeric
feature)
• HeadBigram(p) The predicate p is the head predicate. (new feature for each predicate).
• BigramPredicatesIO(p1, p2) The ordered pair of predicates p1, p2 appear in a second-order decision.
(new feature for every predicate pair).
Continuing with example 11, the following features will be generated for the pair population(const(texas)).
DependencyDistance(“population”,“Texas”) with a numeric activation value of 0.333, HeadDistance(“population”)
with a numeric activation value of 0.5, HeadBigram(population), BigramPredicatesIO(population, const(texas))
B.2 Learning Based Java Feature Extraction Script
real% LexiconGlossMatchChoice(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {
String result =”:”+ cpa.getPredicate().getSimpleName() +”!!”+cpa.getConstituent().getSurfaceString().toLowerCase();
if (FeatureFunctions.glossMatch(cpa, true))
sense result: 1.0; else
sense result: 0.0;
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}real% LearnedLexiconGlossMatch(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {






real% NoGlossMatch(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {






real% NullPredicateMatch(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {
String result = FeatureFunctions.nullPredicate(cpa);




real% StemmedGlossMatch(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {




sense result: 0.0; }
real% WNSimGloss(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {
String result = cpa.getPredicate().isConstantPredicate() ? ”constant” : ”predicate”;




sense cpa.getPredicate().getSimpleName() : wnsim;
}
real% PrepositionContext(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {
String result = FeatureFunctions.prepositionContext(cpa, -1, true);




real% StemmedPredicateGlossMatch(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {
String result = FeatureFunctions.predicateGlossMatch(cpa, true);




real% StemmedGlossAndContextMatch(ConstituentPredicateAlignment cpa)← {
String[] left = FeatureFunctions.glossAndContextMatch(cpa, -1, true);
for (int i = 0; i ¡ left.length; i++)
sense ”left:”+left[i]: 1.0;
String[] right = FeatureFunctions.glossAndContextMatch(cpa, 1, true);
for (int i = 0; i ¡ right.length; i++)
sense ”right:”+right[i]: 1.0;
}
real DependencyDistance(ArgumentDecision[] ads)← {
return FeatureFunctions.dependencyDistance(ads[0].getAlignment(), ads[1].getAlignment());
}




real% BigramPredicates(ArgumentDecision[] ads)← {
sense FeatureFunctions.bigramPredicates(ads[0].getAlignment(), ads[1].getAlignment()) : 1.0;
}
real% BigramPredicatesIO(ArgumentDecision[] ads)← {
sense FeatureFunctions.bigramPredicatesIO(ads[0], ads[1]) : 1.0;
}
real% HeadBigram(ArgumentDecision[] ads)← {
String result = FeatureFunctions.headBigram(ads[0].getAlignment(), ads[1].getAlignment());
if (result != null) {




StemmedGlossMatch, StemmedPredicateGlossMatch, NullPredicateMatch, StemmedGlossAndContextMatch, WNSim-
Gloss, PrepositionContext, LearnedLexiconGlossMatch, LexiconGlossMatchChoice




Figure B.1: Class diagram of the feature extraction package and relevant classes as implemented in Java.
The feature extraction process is defined using the LBJ file. In this case the file defines two classifiers, one for
extracting features from first-order decisions instances and another one for extracting features from second
order instances. Each classifier uses a different set of features. From a programmatic point of view, the first-
order decision are represented using the ConstituentPredicateAlignment class, the second-order decision are
represented using a pair of ArgumentDecision instances. The feature functions referenced in the LBJ files are
implemented in class FeatureFunctions, these functions are described in section B.1.
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